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What is the Femto Forum?
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of femtocell technology and to operators with spectrum licences for providing mobile services. 
The Forum is international, representing around 100 members from three continents and all 
parts of the femtocell industry, including:

● Major operators
● Major infrastructure vendors
● Specialist femtocell vendors
● Vendors of components, subsystems, silicon and software necessary to create femtocells
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● To promote adoption of femtocells by making available information to the industry and the 
general public;

● To promote the rapid creation of appropriate open standards and interoperability for 
femtocells;

● To encourage the development of an active ecosystem of femtocell providers to deliver 
ongoing innovation of commercially and technically efficient solutions.

The Femto Forum is technology agnostic and independent. It is not a standards-setting body, 
but works with standards organisations and regulators worldwide to provide an aggregated 
view of the femtocell market. 
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1 Executive Summary 

 

Femtocells, by virtue of their simultaneous small size, low cost and high performance, are a 

potentially industry-changing disruptive shift in technology for radio access in cellular networks.  Their 

small size means that the spectrum efficiency they can attain is much greater than that achievable using 

macrocells alone.  Their low cost means they can be deployed as consumer equipment, reducing the 

capital load and operating expenses of the host network.  And their high performance means that all this 

can be gained at no loss of service to the customer, and in many cases, owing to the improved link 

budgets, improved service. 

However, for these apparent benefits to translate into real advantage for network operator and 

consumer alike, we must answer serious questions about the interaction between the femtocell technology 

and the host macrocellular radio network into which they are deployed.  If femtocells can only achieve 

their potential by disrupting the macro network, then they will be relegated to niche deployments, of 

little overall relevance to next generation networks.  On the other hand, if the interactions between 

macro and femto radio layers can be managed to the benefit of all, then their properties (in terms of 

lowered cost, improved spectrum efficiency and link budget and general performance) can be fully 

realised, and femtocells will find themselves an essential component of all future radio access network 

designs 

So, what are these interactions, and how can they be managed, and what does that all mean for the 

technology, to the operator and to the consumer?  These are the questions that this paper is helping to 

answer.  In doing so, it has deliberately maintained a tight focus, according to the priorities of its authors.  

It is exclusively concerned with W-CDMA as an air interface technology.  (Other teams within Femto 

Forum are looking at other air interfaces.)  It is, at this edition, concerned exclusively with operation 

around 2GHz – this being seen as the most important frequency range for early, in-building deployment.  

(Further editions of this paper will look at 850/900MHz deployment.)  And it is exclusively a theoretical 

treatment, using link level and system level simulations to draw its conclusions, though we expect to back 

these conclusions up in due course with trial campaign data.  In view of the residential application that 

femtocells are addressing, this paper is also exclusively concerned with femtocells operating with closed 

user groups.  Perhaps most importantly, this paper “stands on the shoulders of giants”, drawing on the 

great mass of study work that has already been undertaken by 3GPP RAN4 participants in analysing 

these issues, and referencing them for further reading. 
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The interacting components of the femto-enabled network include femtocells themselves, which can 

be interacting in their downlinks with other nearby femtocells and macro cells; macrocells, which interact  

with nearby femtocells; users and user equipment (UEs) which by virtue of intentional radio links to 

femtocells and macrocells, may be causing unintentional interactions with both. 

In approach, this paper has chosen to look at extreme cases, to complement as far as possible the 

average, or typical scenarios that RAN4 has already studied in 3GPP. The analysis has shown that 

the likelihood of these cases is very low and in some cases, zero.  

With these extreme cases contained, then of the many potential interactions between UEs, femtocells 

and macrocells, the summary conclusion that we have reached, in common with other studies, is that 

in order to be successful, femtocell technology must manage three things, 

• Femtocell downlink power – if femtocells transmit inappropriately loudly, then the 

cell may be large, but non-members of the closed user group will experience a loss of 

service close to the femtocell. On the other hand, if the femtocell transmits too softly, 

then non-group members will be unaffected, but the femtocell coverage area will be too 

small to give benefit to its users. 

• Femtocell receiver gain – since UEs have a minimum transmit power below which 

they cannot operate, and since they can approach the femtocell far more closely than they 

can a normal macrocell, we must reduce the femtocell receiver gain, so that nearby UEs do 

not overload it. This must be done dynamically, so that distant UEs are not transmitting 

at high power, and contributing to macro network noise rise on a permanent basis. 

• UE uplink power – since UEs transmitting widely at high power can generate 

unacceptable noise rise interference in the macro network, we signal a maximum power to 

the UE (a power cap) to ensure that it hands off to the macro network in good time, 

rather than transmit at too high a power in clinging to the femtocell. 

We have also shown that, with these issues addressed, the net effect of deploying femtocells 

alongside a macro network is significantly to increase its capacity. 

 

     

Salman


Salman


Salman
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2 Femtocells, Femtocell Access Points and the Femto Forum 

2.1 What are Femtocell Access Points? 

Femtocell access points (FAPs) are low-power radio access points, providing wireless voice and 

broadband services to customers primarily in the home environment. The FAP provides cellular access in 

the home and connects this to the operator’s network through the customer’s own broadband connection 

to the Internet. 

 FAPs usually have an output power less than 0.1 Watt, similar to other wireless home network 

equipment, and allow a small number (typically less than 10) of simultaneous calls and data sessions at 

any time. By making the access points small and low-power, they can be deployed far more densely than 

macrocells (for instance, one per household).  The high density of deployment means that the femtocell 

spectrum is re-used over and over again, far more often than the re-use that the macro network (with its 

comparatively large cells) can achieve.  Trying to reach the same levels of re-use with macrocellular 

technology would be prohibitively expensive in equipment and site acquisition costs.  By using 

femtocells, the re-use, spectrum efficiency, and therefore the aggregate capacity of the network can be 

greatly increased at a fraction of the macrocellular cost. 

A typical deployment scenario is shown in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1: Typical femtocel l deployment scenario. 
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2.2 What Do Femtocells Offer? 

 

Zero-touch installation by end user: Femtocells are installed by the end user without intervention 

from the operator. The devices will automatically configure themselves to the network, typically using 

‘Network Listen’ capabilities to select settings that minimise interference with the macro network. 

Moveability: The end user may move their femtocells, for example to another room, or, subject to 

operator consent, to another location entirely.  

Backhaul via the end user’s fixed broadband connection: Femtocells will use the subscriber’s 

broadband connection for backhaul, which will be typically shared with other devices in the home. 

Access Control – the “Closed User Group”: The operator and/or end user will be able to control 

which mobile devices can access the femtocell. For example, subscribers may be able to add guest phone 

numbers via a web page. 

Supports a restricted number of simultaneous users: Femtocells will support a limited number 

(typically less than ten) of simultaneous calls and data sessions.  

Femtozone (homezone) tariffs:  Mobile services accessed through the femtocell may be offered at a 

cheaper rate than the same services on the macro network.  End users are advised when services are 

accessed via the femtocell, either by an advisory tone, or a display icon or some other means, so they 

know when the femto-tariffs apply. 

Ownership: Various ownership models are possible, for example: end users may own their femtocells, 

just as they own their mobile phones, or the operator may retain ownership with end users renting the 

equipment (like a cable modem). 

Small cel l size/mil l ions of cel ls in the network: The femtocell network can easily extend to 

millions of devices.  

Femto as a service platform: Novel mobile services can be made available on the femtocell. For 

example, a femtocell-aware application on the mobile handset could automatically upload photos to a 

website when the user enters the home, and download podcasts. 
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2.3 What is the Femto Forum? 

The Femto Forum is the only organisation devoted to promoting femtocell technology worldwide. It 

is a not-for-profit membership organisation, with membership open to providers of femtocell 

technology and to operators with spectrum licences for providing mobile services. The Forum is 

international, representing around 100 members from three continents and all parts of the femtocell 

industry, including: 

major operators, 

major infrastructure vendors, 

specialist femtocell vendors, and 

vendors of components, subsystems, silicon and software necessary to create femtocells. 

 

The Femto Forum has three main aims: 

to promote adoption of femtocells by making available information to the industry and the general 

public, 

to promote the rapid creation of appropriate open standards and interoperability for femtocells, and 

to encourage the development of an active ecosystem of femtocell providers to deliver ongoing 

innovation of commercially and technically efficient solutions. 

 

The Femto Forum is technology agnostic and independent. It is not a standards-setting body, but 

works with standards organisations and regulators worldwide to provide an aggregated view of the 

femtocell market. A full current list of Femto Forum members and further information is available at 

www.femtoforum.org. 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Objectives and Methods of this Paper  

The benefits of femtocells are not straightforward to realise.  While network operators will see 

significant capacity gains and end-users can expect higher performance, to achieve this, the radio layer 

must be carefully managed.  The management of the radio interference between the macro and femto 

layers is a key industry concern addressed by this paper. 

Interference adversely affects the capacity of a radio system and the quality of the individual 

communication links on that system. Adding capacity is always based on a trade-off between 

interference, quality and capacity hence there is a need for interference management techniques to 

minimise interference which might otherwise counteract the capacity gains and degrade the quality of the 

network. 

1. The principal objectives of this study are 

a) To develop an industry position on the interference risks from femtocell deployments. 

b) To recommend mitigation techniques and any necessary associated RF parameters and 

performance requirements to ensure minimal disruption to the macro network or other 

femtocells. 

2.  To achieve these objectives, this paper develops detailed interference scenarios for evaluation 

and inclusion in the interference management assessment. The scenarios will cover worst case 

deployment conditions and assess the respective system impact.  

3. An immediate focus is to develop the assessment for WCDMA, and in doing so devise a process 

that should be consistent with alternative radio technologies. 

4. Two main steps were identified in order to accomplish the above goal: 

a) Firstly, a baseline set of interference analysis conclusions for UMTS femtocells, based on 

3GPP RAN4 interference studies, was required. This would be supplemented with specific 

analysis of identified micro scenarios, their likelihood and potential impact. Interference 

mitigation techniques should also be considered on the understanding that vendor 

independence be preserved wherever possible. 

b) Secondly, a recommendation for a common set of behaviours (RF parameters and or test 

cases) that can be derived by any UMTS femtocell was required. This is so that the 

femtocell can configure itself for minimal disruption to either the macrocell layer or 

other deployed femtocells. 
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5. We focus exclusively on the Closed User Group model. This is the most likely residential 

deployment model, and restricts the pool of allowed users to a small group authorised by the 

operator or the owner of the femtocell.  Non-authorised subscribers may suffer coverage and 

service impairment in the vicinity of a closed access femtocell (the so-called “deadzone”) which 

is important to assess.  

6. The study will also investigate methods of controlling the impact of deploying large number of 

femtocells on the macro network. For example, different scrambling codes and adaptive power 

control may be used to manage the interference in the network. 

7. This paper has limited itself in scope according to perceived priorities, as follows. 

a)  It is exclusively concerned with W-CDMA as an air interface technology.  (Other teams 

within Femto Forum are looking at other air interfaces.) 

b) It is, concerned exclusively with operation around 2GHz – this being seen as the most 

important band for early, in-building deployment.  (Further editions of this paper will 

look at 850/900MHz deployment.) 

c) it is exclusively a theoretical treatment, using link level and system level simulations to 

draw its conclusions, though we expect to back these conclusions up in due course with 

experiment.   

8. The femtocells have been modelled in terms of three power classes (10dBm, 15dBm, 21dBm) or 

(10mW, 30mW, 125mW), though not all cases examine all three classes.  

9. In approach, this paper has chosen to look at extreme cases of general industry concern, to 

complement as far as possible the RAN4 scenarios already studied in 3GPP.  In the main, the 

analysis has shown up internal contradictions in those extreme cases – meaning that they will 

never occur in practice.  Such contradictory analyses are then followed up with less extreme, 

more realistic scenarios, where the interference effects and their mitigation can be modelled and 

analysed.  
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4 Previous Work 

Analysis in this problem space has already been carried out as part of the 3GPP Home Node B study 

item. 3GPP RAN4 concluded their study into the radio interface feasibility of Home Node B (aka 

femtocells) at RAN#39 in March 2008. Their results are presented in [TR25.820]. Part of their study 

included the analysis of anticipated interference scenarios covering a range of HNB deployments. A 

summary of their findings is presented in Table 4-1 below. 

The scenarios for this paper are defined in section 5. 

Table 4-1:. 

Scenario 
(this 
paper) 

25.820 
scenario 
id 

Summary of RAN4 conclusions 

A 4 Macrocell DL interference can generally be overcome as long as the femtocell 
has sufficient transmit dynamic range. 

B 3 The femtocell receiver must reach a compromise between protecting itself 
against uncoordinated interference from the macro UEs, while controlling the 
interference caused by its own UEs towards the macro layer. Adaptive uplink 
attenuation can improve performance but consideration must also be given to 
other system issues like the associated reduction in UE battery life. 

C 2 Downlink interference from a closed-access femtocell will result in coverage 
holes in the macro network. In co-channel deployments the coverage holes 
are considerably more significant than when the femtocell is deployed on a 
dedicated carrier. A number of models are presented for controlling maximum 
femtocell transmission power but it is acknowledged that no single mechanism 
alone provides a definitive solution. Open access deployment should also be 
considered as a mitigating option. 

D 1 Noise rise on the macro layer will significantly reduce macro performance; 
consequently, the transmit power of the femto UE should be controlled. A 
number of mechanisms to achieve this are presented, generally providing a 
compromise between macro and femtocell performance. Again open access 
deployment should be seen as a mitigating option in the co-channel case. 

E 6 This scenario has received less coverage than the macro interference cases, 
but it is noted that the performance of Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) 
femtocells is significantly degraded unless interference mitigation techniques 
are used. This is generally a similar problem to macro DL interference in the 
co-channel scenario. 

F 5 It is difficult to avoid co-channel interference between CSG femtocells, and 
this limits the interference reductions achieved by deploying the femtocell on 
a separate carrier from the macro network. Again, interference management  
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Scenario 
(this 
paper) 

25.820 
scenario 
id 

Summary of RAN4 conclusions 

techniques are required to manage femto-to-femto interference. 

G 4 Macrocell DL interference can generally be overcome as long as the femtocell 
has sufficient transmit dynamic range. 

H 3 The femtocell receiver must reach a compromise between protecting itself 
against uncoordinated interference from the macro UEs, while controlling the 
interference caused by its own UEs towards the macro layer. This is generally 
an easier compromise to arrive at with adjacent channel deployments than co-
channel. 

I 2 Downlink interference from a closed-access femtocell will result in coverage 
holes in the macro network. In adjacent-channel deployments the coverage 
holes are considerably easier to minimise and control than when the femtocell 
is deployed on the same carrier as the macro layer. A number of models are 
presented for controlling maximum femtocell transmission power; all except 
the “fixed maximum power” approach are generally acceptable. 

J 1 Noise rise on the macro layer will significantly reduce macro performance; 
consequently, the transmit power of the Femto UE should be controlled. A 
number of mechanisms to achieve this are presented, generally providing a 
compromise between macro and femtocell performance. Adjacent channel 
deployments can generally be accommodated. 
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5 Simulation Scenarios and Definitions 

The Femto Forum has identified 10 stretch scenarios that explore the limits of operation of 

femtocells and femtocell subscriber equipment. 

The scenarios are summarised in the following tables and figure. 

Table 5-2: Femtocell Deployments in Shared Spectrum 

Scenario Description 

Macrocell Downlink Interference to 
the Femtocell UE Receiver (A) 

A femtocell UE receiver, located on a table next to the 
apartment window, is in the direct bore sight of a rooftop 
macrocell (approx 30m distance). The macrocell becomes fully 
loaded, while a femtocell UE is connected to the femtocell at 
the edge of its range. 

Macrocell Uplink Interference to the 
Femtocell Receiver (B) 

A femtocell is located on a table within the apartment. Weak 
coverage of the Macro Network is obtained throughout the 
apartment. A user UE1 (that does not have access to the 
femtocell) is located next to the femtocell and has a call 
established at full power from the UE1 device. Another device 
UE2 has an ongoing call at the edge of femtocell coverage. 

Femtocell Downlink Interference to 
the Macrocell UE Receiver (C) 

UE1 is connected to the macro network at the edge of macro 
coverage.  It is also located in the same room as a femtocell (to 
which it is not allowed to access). The femtocell is fully loaded 
in the downlink. 

Femtocell Uplink Interference to the 
Macrocell NodeB Receiver (D) 

UE1 is located next to the apartment window, in direct bore 
sight of a rooftop macrocell (approx 30m distance). UE1 is 
connected to the femtocell at the edge of its range, and is 
transmitting at full power. 

Femtocell Downlink Interference to 
Nearby Femtocell UE Receivers (E) 

Two apartments are adjacent to each other.  Femtocells (AP1 
and AP2) are located one within each apartment.  The owner of 
AP2 visits their neighbour’s apartment, and is on the edge of 
coverage of their own femtocell (AP2) but very close (<3m) to 
AP1. The owner of AP1 establishes a call requiring full power 
from the femtocell. 

Femtocell Uplink Interference to 
Nearby Femtocell Receivers (F) 

Two apartments are adjacent to each other.  Femtocells (AP1 
and AP2) are located one within each apartment. The owner of 
AP2 visits their neighbour’s apartment, and is on the edge of 
coverage of their own femtocell. The owner of AP2 establishes 
a call that requires peak UE power to their own femtocell while 
they are located next to AP1 (< 3m). 
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Table 5-3: Femtocell Deployments in non-Shared Spectrum 

Scenario Description 

Macrocell Downlink Interference to 
the adjacent channel Femtocell UE 
Receiver (G) 

A femtocell UE is located on a table next to the apartment 
window, in direct boresight of a rooftop macrocell (approx 30m 
distance). The macrocell becomes fully loaded, while a femtocell 
UE is connected to the femtocell at the edge of its range. 

Macrocell Uplink Interference to 
the adjacent channel Femtocell 
Receiver (H) 

A femtocell is located on a table within the apartment. Weak 
coverage of the macro network is obtained throughout the 
apartment. A user (that does not have access to the femtocell) is 
located next to the femtocell and has a call established at full 
power from the UE1 device. Another device UE2 has an ongoing 
call at the edge of Femtocell coverage. 

Femtocell Downlink Interference to 
the adjacent channel Macrocell UE 
Receiver (I) 

Two users (UE1, and UE2) are within an apartment. UE1 is 
connected to a femtocell at the edge of coverage. UE2 is 
connected to the macrocell at the edge of coverage, and located 
next to the femtocell transmitting at full power. 

Femtocell Uplink Interference to 
the adjacent channel Macrocell 
NodeB Receiver (J) 

A femtocell is located in an apartment, in direct bore sight of a 
rooftop macrocell (approx 30m distance). UE1 is connected to 
the femtocell at the edge of coverage, but next to the widow – 
thus the direct boresight of the macrocell antenna. 

 

In addition to these extreme scenarios, we include three shared-spectrum system level simulations 
specifically modelling the mitigation of downlink interference and uplink noise rise by power control 
techniques (Section 17).  These simulations also model the effect of femtocells on the total throughput 
and capacity of the network. 
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The relationship between these scenarios and those already studied in RAN 4 is summarised in the 

following table and figure. 

 

Victim 

 Femto UE 

DL Rx 

Femto AP 

UL Rx 

Macro UE 

DL Rx 

Macro 

NodeB 

UL Rx 

Neighbour 

Femto UE 

DL Rx 

Macro NodeB 

DL Tx 

A, G 

4 

    

Macro UE 

UL Tx 

 
B, H 

3 

   

Femto AP 

DL Tx 

  
C, I 

2 

 
E 

6 
Femto UE 

UL Tx 

   
D, J 

1 

 

A

g

g

r

e

s

s

o

r 

Neighbour Femto UE  
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A…F are the interference scenarios for co-channel deployments 

G…J are the interference scenarios for adjacent channel deployments 

1…6 are the equivalent interference scenario IDs used in the 3GPP HNB analyses [TR25.820] 

 

The following diagram illustrates and summarises the Femto Forum scenarios A-J: 
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6 Abbreviations and Defined Terms 

Throughout this paper a number of abbreviations are used to identify various system elements and 

parameters. The most frequently used are presented here for quick reference however a more extensive 

list has been produced and is available under separate cover [FFG08] 
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AP Access Point 

BER Bit Error Rate (or Bit Error Ratio) – the proportion of the total number of bits received that 
are decoded wrongly 

BS Base Station (assumed to be a wide-area BS, as defined in [TS25.104], unless otherwise stated) 

EIRP Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power – a measure of the transmitted power in a particular 
direction that takes account of the antenna gain in that direction. 

FAP Femto AP, also known as the femtocell 

FUE Femto UE, also called the Home UE (HUE) 

HUE Home UE, also called the femto UE (FUE) 

HNB Home Node B 

MNB Macro Node B 

MUE Macro UE 

QoS Quality of Service 

UE User Equipment (handset, data terminal or other device) 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RAT Radio Access Technology 

RSCP Received Signal Code Power 

RTWP Received Total Wideband Power 

LOS Line-Of-Sight 

P-CPICH Primary Common Pilot Channel 

Victim Is a radio node (macro node-B, or femto access point) whose receiver performance is 
compromised by interference from one or more other radio nodes (the Aggressor).  
Alternatively the Victim may be a radio link, whose quality is degraded by unwanted 
interference from Aggressor nodes. 

Aggresso
r 

Is a radio node (either macro node-B, femto access point or UE) whose transmissions are 
compromising the performance of another radio node (the Victim), or which are contributing 
to the degradation of quality of a (Victim) radio link. 

Deadzon
e 

is an area where the quality of service is so poor as a result of interference that it is not 
possible to provide the demanded service. Deadzones are also characterised by the fact that in 
the absence of any interference, a normal service would be possible. 
Deadzones are often specified in terms of the path loss to the aggressor transmitter.  A 60dB 
Deadzone in the femtocell is therefore a region around the femtocell where the path loss to 
the FAP is less than 60dB. 
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7 Scenario A: Macrocell Downlink Interference to the Femtocell UE Receiver 

7.1 Description 

A femtocell is located on a table next to the apartment window that is in the direct bore sight of a 

rooftop macrocell (approx 30m distance). The macrocell is fully loaded, while a UE is connected to the 

femtocell (i.e. FUE) at the edge of its range. In this scenario the victim link is the downlink from the 

femtocell to the FUE whilst the aggressor transmitter is the downlink from the macrocell. This 

interpretation of Scenario A is summarised in Figure 7-2. 

 

Figure 7-2: Scenario A1 

7.2 Analysis 

This objective of the analysis of this scenario is to determine the services that can be delivered to a 

femto UE when it is on the edge of the femtocell’s coverage – the femto itself being positioned as 

required by the scenario, on the bore sight of the macro, 30m distant from it. 

The analysis strategy for this scenario is broken down as follows: The first task is to determine the 

range of the femtocell as defined by the pilot power. This gives us the maximum range at which the UE 

can detect and decode the femto beacon, and therefore camp on to it.  Secondly, we work out the 

services that can be offered by the femtocell at the edge of its coverage, given that interference level.  

The first step is accomplished by the following sequence: 

• Assume a given P-CPICH transmit power for both macro and femto.  Then 

• find the power due to the macro at the distance given by the scenario (30m). Then  

• find the distance from the femto at which the ratio of femto power to macro power is sufficient for 

the UE to detect the femtocell.  This distance is the range of the femtocell as defined by the pilot 

power – the maximum range at which a UE can detect the femtocell and camp on to it. 
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The second step (to determine the services that can be offered at this range) is accomplished as 

follows 

• For voice, work out how much dedicated channel power is required to sustain a voice call, given the 

interference level calculated in the first step, and reconcile that with the total amount of power 

available to give the number of voice calls that may be sustained. 

• For data, work out the Ec/Io that can be achieved by allocating all the remaining power to the 

HSDPA downlink shared channel, and derive a throughput from that, given an industry standard 

relationship between Ec/Io and throughput.   

 

Assumptions for the macrocell are as defined in Table 22-43 with variant values shown in Table 7-4, 

which shows the transmit EIRP of the macrocell. The link budget for the macrocell is defined in Table 

7-5, using the ITU P.1411 model. 

Note in the last row of Table 7-5 that the received power at the UE often exceeds the maximum 

input level of -25dBm [TS25.101]. This suggests that the scenario will be highly unusual in practice. 

Table 7-4: Macro !ode B assumptions and transmit EIRP calculation. 

  Value Unit
s 

Comments 

Macro Node B utilisation as percentage of total 
power 

75 %  

Macro Node B Tx power 41.7
5 

dBm Ptx_m= Ptx_max + 
10*log(0.75) 

Antenna gain 17 dBi Gm 

Feeders and cable losses 3 dB Lc 

Tx EIRP 55.7
5 

dBm EIRP_m=Ptx_m+Gm-Lc 
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Table 7-5: Link budget for the received power from macro !ode B to UE. 

 Value Unit Comments 

Distance macro 
nodeB to UE 

30 m d_mu 

Height macro 
nodeB antenna 

25 m hb 

Height UE from 
ground 

1.5 m hM 

67.5 PL_m lower bound (LB) 

Path loss 

79.7 

dB 

PL_m upper bound (UB) 

PL_m is calculated from the 
outdoor to indoor path loss model 
(near to Node B case), given 

d=d_mu, hb, hM + 5dB window loss. 

UE antenna gain 0 dBi Gue 

UE connector and 
body losses 

3 dBi Lc_u 

-14.7 Prx_m corresponding to 
LB 

Macro nodeB 
received power at 
UE -26.9 

dBm 
Prx_m corresponding to 
UB 

Prx_m=eirp_m-PL_m+Gue-Lc_u 

 

The value Prx_m in Table 7-5 is the power due to the macro cell at the scenario distance (30m), and 

takes account of the propagation, plus an allowance for the window loss (5dB).  The upper and lower 

bound values are a characteristic of the propagation model used. 

The femtocell assumptions are presented in Table 7-6. Note that three types of femtocell are 

assumed with the defined femto transmit power classes (10dBm, 15dBm and 21dBm). 

Table 7-6: EIRP for the femtocel l. 

  Value Unit Comments 

10 

15 Femtocell max transmit power 

21 

dBm  Ptx_f  for the three power classes modelled 
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Femtocell antenna gain 0 dBi Gf (same as UE) 

Femtocell feeders/connector 
losses 

1 dB 
Lc_f 

9 

14 Maximum Transmit EIRP 

20 

dBm 
eirp_f=Ptx_f+Gf-Lc_f,  for the three power classes 
modelled 

P-CPICH power relative to 
maximum power 

10 % pcp_pctage 

-1 

4 P-CPICH transmit EIRP 

10 

dBm Eirp_pcp_f = eirp_f * pcp_pctage 

 

In order to complete the calculation of position of the cell edge according to P-CPICH, we calculate 

the P-CPICH power at the UE and compare it to the power at the UE due to the macrocell.  Note that in 

this scenario we are fixing the UE at the window and moving the femtocell location – so the macrocell 

power is constant at the value calculated in Table 7-5.  We use the indoor propagation model 

ITU-R P.1238, assuming a residential building and same floor operation, the femtocell characteristics 

from Table 7-6 as well as the same UE characteristics as in Table 7-5.  Figure 7-3 shows the femtocell P-

CPICH power received at the UE and the power at the UE from the macro cell as taken from Table 7-5. 

In order for the FUE to detect the femtocell and camp onto it, the P-CPICH Ec/No must be 

sufficient. It is assumed that a level of -20dB will be adequate in this respect (this is the Qqualmin value 

used for example in [TS25.133], Table A.4.4). To find the range of the femtocell we need to find the 

distance below which the P-CPICH power is less than 20dB below the power from the macrocell.  To 

help in doing this, in Figure 7-3 we have drawn two lines 20dB below the upper bound macrocell power 

and lower bound macrocell power respectively.  Where these lines cross the P-CPICH power curves 

denotes the range of the femtocell.  By observing in Figure 7-3 where the P-CPICH power exceeds the 

bounds on the macro interference power minus 20 dB, it is concluded that the 21dBm femtocell must be 

located less than about 4m from the UE to satisfy the assumption that the “edge of range” is at the 

window. Lower power femtocells must be even closer and the requirement cannot always be met if the 

path loss from the macro is near the lower bound. 
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Figure 7-3: Received signal strengths at UE, from macro cel l and femtocell. 

The next step is to evaluate what services can be supported by the femtocell, given the interference 

levels we have just calculated at its edge. As shown in Table 7-7 the Ec/No required to support a voice 

connection is -18 dB. So if the P-CPICH Ec/No is -20 dB, the DPCH power only needs to be 2dB above 

the P-CPICH to support a voice connection. This is readily achievable. 

Table 7-7: Required Ec/!o for voice connection. 

 Value Unit Comments 

chiprate 3.84e
6 

cps  W 

Bitrate of AMR voice call 12.2 kbps R 

Eb/No requirement for voice 
connection 

+7 dB Eb/No 

Ec/No requirement for voice 
connection 

-18 dB Ec/Io=Eb/No-10*log10(W/R) 

 

Similarly for HSDPA, assuming that 80% of the femtocell power is reserved for HSDPA services 

(9dB above P-CPICH), the HSDPA Ec/No will be at least -11dB, which corresponds to 200kbps, 

according to the translation equation in [R4-080149]. If higher download speeds are desired, the UE 

could be redirected to the macrocell (preferably on another carrier), if a better grade of service is 

available. If applicable, billing could still be done at a home rate, as the call originated there.  
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Not surprisingly it is concluded that a FUE in full view of a macrocell located 30m away gains little 

benefit from the presence of a femtocell. Using a femtocell in such an environment is only justified if 

parts of the dwelling are isolated from the macrocell (e.g. inside rooms in a concrete structure).  

7.3 Extended scenario 

 The scenario has been further extended to include femtocells located further away from the macro, 

however the assumption is maintained that the FUE is located in front of a window overlooking the 

macrocell antenna, even at the larger distances. The ITU P.1411 LoS street canyon model (which is 

only valid for macrocells located below roof levels) continues to be used. The “knee” in the ITU P.1411 

path loss curves, where the exponent in the power law changes from 2 to 4, is located at 1050 m from 

the macrocell for the parameters in Section 22, so that below that distance, the model essentially 

assumes free-space like propagation. 

The main focus of this section is on HSDPA coverage 

The effect on HSDPA throughput is analysed by employing the rate mapping equation presented in 

reference [R4-080149]. The HSDPA max data rate is presented as a function of average HS-DSCH SINR.  

In this work, SINR is calculated using the formula in [Hol06]: 

 

Equation 7-1 

where: 

SF16 is the spreading factor, 

PHS-DSCH is the received power of the HS-DSCH, summing over all active HS-PDSCH codes, 

Pown is the received own-cell interference, 

! is the downlink orthogonality factor (assumed to be 1, fully orthogonal), 

Pother is the received other-cell interference, 

Pnoise is the received noise power (here it is assumed that the UE Noise figure is 7dB). 

 

Assuming:  
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10dBm is allocated to HS-DSCH on femtocell (note that this is most appropriate for the 15dBm 

power class femto)  

And employing the path loss assumptions of the previous section 

The HSDPA throughput for the FUE at different distances from the macro cell is shown in Figure 

7-4.  Note the sensitivity to the path loss equation provides different HSDPA throughputs. 

 

Figure 7-4: HSDPA throughput vs. UE to femtocel l distance  

for various macro distances. 

7.4 Microcell coverage 

In the previous section, the case where a femtocell is very near to a macrocell was analysed. Since 

the power from the macrocell was so high, the power level received at the UE (last line of Table 7-5) 

often exceeded the -25 dBm maximum input level specified in [TS25.101]. A more realistic situation in 

the urban environment is when a lower powered medium-range BS provides coverage in the building. The 

link budget for this modified scenario is shown in Table 7-8. The link budget of the received power from 

micro Node B to UE is provided in Table 7-9. 
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Table 7-8: medium range BS assumptions. 

  Valu

e 

Unit Comments 

Node B max Tx power 38 dBm  Ptx_max (medium range BS) 

Node B utilisation as %. of total power 75 %  

Node B Tx power 36.8 dBm Ptx_m= Ptx_max + 
10*log(0.75) 

Antenna gain 2 dBi Gm (micro NodeB) 

Feeders and cable losses 1 dB Lc (micro NodeB) 

Tx EIRP 37.8 dBm eirp_m=Ptx_m+Gm-Lc 

 

Table 7-9: Link budget for the received power at the UE from to medium range BS. 

 Value Unit Comments 

Distance macro 
nodeB to UE 

30 m d_mu 

Height macro 
nodeB antenna 

25 m hb 

Height UE from 
ground 

1.5 m hM 

67.5 PL_m lower bound (LB) 

Path loss 

79.7 

dB 

PL_m upper bound (UB) 

PL_m is calculated from the 
outdoor to indoor path loss model 
(near to Node B case), given 

d=d_mu, hb, hM + 5dB window loss. 

UE antenna gain 0 dBi Gue 

UE connector and 
body losses 

3 dBi Lc_u 

-32.7 Prx_m corresponding to 
LB 

Macro nodeB 
received power at 
UE -44.9 

dBm 
Prx_m corresponding to 
UB 

Prx_m=eirp_m-PL_m+Gue-Lc_u 

 

As in the previous section the path loss is computed at various distances from the femtocell by 

employing the same assumptions as for the macrocell case. The results are provided in Figure 7-5, which 
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is identical to Figure 7-3 except for the positions of the macrocell power values. 

For the UE to detect the femto and camp on it or to maintain a call, the P-CPICH Ec/No must be 

sufficient as discussed in section 8.2. Using a -20dB Ec/No threshold, we conclude from Figure 7-5 that  

the 21dBm femtocell must be located less than about 16m (with the path loss upper bound) or 6m (with 

the path loss lower bound) from the UE to satisfy the assumption that the “edge of range” is at the 

window. Lower power femtocells must be even closer. 

 

 

Figure 7-5: Received signal strengths at UE, from micro cel l and femtocel l 

 

Repeating the HSDPA throughput analysis for the medium range BS case, the HSDPA throughput is 

shown to be improved, as shown in Figure 7-6. Near maximum throughput is achievable in almost all 

cases when the UE is within a few metres of the femtocell, with much greater service range as the 

macrocell is further away. 
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Figure 7-6: HSDPA throughput vs. UE distance from the femtocel l 

for various medium range macrocell distances. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

The scenario which has been analysed in this section examines the case of the femtocell being 

located in front of a window overlooking a macrocell. Assuming standard models and parameters, it is 

first shown that the femtocell is required to be located close to the UE. For HSDPA services, calculations 

showed that full 14.4Mbps throughput from the femtocell can be achieved for macrocells located further 

than 1000m away from the UE. 

A more realistic case of a microcell providing coverage in an urban environment was also examined 

and found that full 14.4Mbps HSDPA throughput can be achievable for microcell 250m away from the 

FUE, even with the lower bound loss model. 

For locations close to the macrocell, the UEs located in front of windows could be handed over to the 

macrocell to obtain high rate service, if available. 

The probability of the scenario analysed in this section (FUE being located within a short distance 

(high received power) from a WCDMA macrocell nodeB) can be estimated from statistical data, provided 

by operators in diverse environments. It predicts that the probability of the UE receiving -48dBm signal 

from a macro network is below 0.01%. That -48dBm is in the range obtained by the microcell (medium 

range BS) analysis, which showed that the FUE could still receive service within a few meters of the 

femtocells. Signal levels predicted by the macrocell analysis are much higher than -48 dBm and thus even 

more unlikely.  
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It is concluded, therefore, that although the examined interference scenario does affect the quality of 

service to the user, the number of users affected is very small. 
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8 Scenario B: Macrocell Uplink Interference to the Femtocell Receiver 

8.1 Description 

 

In Scenario B, a femtocell is located on a table within the apartment. Weak coverage of the macro 

network is obtained throughout the apartment. A user that does not have access to the femtocell (MUE) 

is located next to the femtocell. Another user device (FUE) is connected to the femtocell and has an 

ongoing call at the edge of femtocell coverage. The scenario is depicted in Figure 8-7. In this case the 

victim receiver belongs to the femtocell access point (FAP) and the aggressor transmitter is that of the 

nearby MUE. 

 

Figure 8-7: Scenario B 

8.2 Analysis 

The general assumptions for the analysis of this scenario are presented in Table 8-10. The link 

budget for the MUE is shown in Table 8-11, note that three separation distances between the MUE and 

the femtocell are taken into account (5, 10 and 15m). 
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Table 8-10: Assumptions for scenario B. 

 Value Unit Comments 

Voice call service rate 12.2 kbps R 

Chip rate 3.84 Mbps W 

Processing Gain 
24.9

8 
dB PG=10*log10(W/R) 

Required Eb/No for voice 
call 

8.3 dB 
Eb/No (performance requirement in [TS25.104] for AWGN 
channel, no diversity) 

Frequency 1920 MHz fc 

 

Table 8-11: MUE link budget at the femtocel l receiver. 

 Value Uni
t 

Comments 

MUE uplink transmitted power 21 
dB
m 

Ptx_mue 

UE antenna gain 0 dBi Gue 

Connectors/body loss 3 dB Lue 

MUE Tx EIRP 18 
dB
m 

eirp_mue=Ptx_mue+Gue-Lue 

    

Distance MUE-femtocell 5, 10, 15 m d_mue 

MUE-femtocell path loss 
58.02 (@5m) 

66.44 (@10m) 
71.37 (@15m) 

dB 

PL_mue, Indoor to indoor path loss model  

described in section 7, assuming d=d_mue, 
f=fc 

Femtocell antenna gain 0 dBi Gf 

Femtocell feeders/connector losses 1 dB Lf 

Uplink power received by the femtocell 
from MUE at different MUE-femtocell 
separation distances 

-41.02 (@5m) 
-49.44 

(@10m) 

-54.37 
(@15m) 

dB
m 

Prx_mue=eirp_mue-PL_mue+Gf-Lf 
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In Table 8-12, the FUE's minimum transmitted power requirement for holding a voice call is 

calculated. Note that the power is well within the FUE's capabilities, even at the largest separation 

distance. 

Table 8-12: FUE transmitter power requirements in order to hold a voice call 

 Value Units Comments 

Distance between FUE and 
femtocell 

15 m d_fue 

Path loss  71.37 dB PL_fue 

Indoor to indoor path loss model  

Described in section 7 assuming d=d_fue, f=fc 

Eb/N0 requirements for a 
voice call 

8.3 dB Eb/No_fue 

[TS25.104]  

Processing Gain 24.98 dB PG_fue 

(see assumptions in section 7) 

Noise power -103 dBm PN from [TS25.942] 

FUE received power in 
order to obtain required 
Eb/N0 for different MUE 
distances (d_mue) 

-57.70 (@5m) 
-66.12 (@10m) 
-71.05 (@15m) 

dBm Prx_fue is calculated from equation [Hol06]: 

 

FUE transmitted power 
requirements for different 
MUE distances (d_mue) 

17.68 (@5m) 
9.25 (@10m) 
4.32 (@15m) 

dBm Ptx_fue=Prx_fue-Gue+Lue+PL_fue-Gf+Lf 

 

In Figure 8-8, the results are interpolated for different UE distances and power levels. 

Note that the plot includes the downlink dead-zones created by the femtocell which affects the MUE 

(see [R4-070969]). Downlink dead-zone assumptions are summarised in Table 8-13.  

Table 8-13: Maximum co-channel DL deadzone  created by the femtocell for MUEs, based 

on [R4-070969] and assuming RSSI of -65dBm  

DL Tx Power Maximum co-channel 

 DL dead zone 

MUE-femtocel l  

Distance 

(using ITU-P.1238 indoor  

path loss model) 
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10dBm 60dB 5.9m 

15dBm 65dB 9m 

20dBm 70dB 13.5m 

 

Within these zones, the MUE will be re-directed to another WCDMA frequency or Radio Access 

Technology (RAT) by the macrocells or the call may be dropped.  In both cases the interference level in 

the femtocell reduces and the uplink power requirements will relax. 

 

 

Figure 8-8: Interference Scenario B, voice call  
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8.2.1 HSUPA 

In this section the effects of HSUPA are analysed.  The link budget is shown in Table 8-14. 

Table 8-14: Link budget for HSUPA 

 Value Unit Comments 

FUE uplink transmitted power 21 dBm Ptx_fue 

UE antenna gain 0 dBi Gue 

Connectors/body loss 3 dB Lue 

FUE Tx EIRP 18 dBm eirp_fue=Ptx_fue+Gue-Lue 

    

Distance FUE-femtocell 5 m d_fue 

FUE-femtocell path loss 58.02 dB 
PL_fue, Indoor to indoor path loss model  

described in section 7, assuming d=d_fue, f=fc 

    

MUE uplink transmitted power 21 dBm Ptx_mue 

MUE-femtocell separation 10 m d_mue 

MUE power at femtocell (same 
assumption as table 8-15 for MUE) 

-49.44 dBm Prx_mue 

    

Noise level -103 dBm N0 

E-DPDCH Ec/No -2.57 dB  

 

 

The simulation results in Figure 8-9, show the E_DPDCH Ec/No for two cases: 

FUE is at 5m from the femtocell 

FUE is at 15m from the femtocell 

In both cases, it is expected that the MUE is transmitting at maximum power (21dBm). 

In Figure 8-9 are marked the fixed-reference channel (FRC) #3 (see [TS25.104], Pedestrian A 
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channel model) for the following requirements for E-DPDCH need to be met: 

Ec/No of 2.4dB: provides R!30% of max information bit rate 

Ec/No of 9.4dB: provides R!70% of max information bit rate 

 

Note that DL deadzones are not taken into account. However, the grey area in the figure represents 

the maximum extent (5.9m) of the DL deadzone for a femtocell transmitting at +10dBm.  This distance 

reduces to 2.5m and 1.2m for femtocell power of 0 and -10dBm respectively. 

Note also that the indoor to indoor path loss model, ITU-R P.1238, may underestimate the true path 

loss outside 15-20m range as it is likely that other physical features (such as furniture, walls and buildings) 

will affect radio propagation (this is particularly true in dense urban areas.). A larger path loss reduces 

MUE interference, which, in turn, allows greater FUE throughput (linked to an increase in FUE-DPDCH 

Ec/No). 

 

Figure 8-9: HSUPA simulation, scenario B. 

The results in Figure 8-9 are mapped to the TS 25.104 throughput model for pedestrian A, no 

receiver diversity. The results are shown in Figure 8-10. Here, it is noted how interference from the 

MUE has a strong effect on throughput; however, it should be noted that the simulation assumes an MUE 

transmitting at maximum power (on the edge of the macrocell).  
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Figure 8-10:  Throughput for HSUPA 

8.3 Discussion 

In the environment studied in this section, the femtocell is interfered by uplink transmissions from a 

nearby MUE due the near-far effect.  

The performance test of the dynamic range for a Local Area BS, defined in reference [TS25.104], 

specifies that the wanted signal at -77dBm shall be detectable with a BER not exceeding 0.001 when the 

interfering signal is at -59dBm/3.84MHz (for a 12.2kbps channel data rate). Assuming an MUE 

transmitting at maximum power of +21dBm (due to the large path loss between MUE and Macro Node 

B) and a path loss model based on the ITU-P.1238 indoor to indoor model, the minimum separation 

between MUE and femtocell is 27m, in order to not exceed the -59dBm interference level. As noted in 

reference [R4-070825], the small coverage extent required from the femtocell suggests that the receiver 

should have a larger dynamic range to cope with these constraints.  

If the downlink path is considered, the minimum distance, at which the MUE is able to go close to 

the femtocell, is defined as the macro cell deadzone. In [R4-070969], it has been shown that the dead 

zone extends down to few meters from the femtocell, depending on the maximum transmitted power of 

the femtocell and the interference (RSSI) from the macro cell (see table 9.4 as an example).  

In Figure 8-11, the minimum separation distance between MUE and femtocell is calculated against 

the MUE transmitted power using the performance requirement stated above. It is suggested that a 20dB 

increase in the minimum requirements of dynamic range performance provides a minimum MUE-
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femtocell separation distance of the same order of magnitude to the DL deadzone distance. Such 

suggestions have been made in reference [R4-081597] and incorporated into the latest version of 

[TS25.104]. 

 

Figure 8-11: Effects of degrading receiver sensitivity to the MUE-H!B separation 

8.4 Conclusions 

Based on link budget calculations, the effect of uplink interference from one UE on the macrocell 

and a UE on the femtocell have been analysed; in this work it is assumed that the same frequency is used 

by the macro and femto layer.  

In the analysis, it was assumed a femtocell serving a FUE on the physical edge of the cells (assumed 

to be 15m away) with a 12.2kbps AMR speech call; while, a co-channel interference MUE is in the 

proximity of the femtocell. The analysis results showed that in order to be able to maintain the uplink 

connection between the FUE and femtocell, the transmitted power requirements are within the capability 

of the UE. 

Additionally, the performance of HSUPA on the femto – FUE link has been analysed in the presence 

of uplink interference from the Macro UE. By simulation, it has been found that in order to obtain 

HSUPA throughput of at least 2.8Mbps with a category 6 UE, the FUE needs to be near to the femtocell 

(5m) and transmit at a power level greater than 15dBm if the MUE is within 15m of the femtocell. 

However, such analysis must take into account the downlink deadzone created by the femtocell. High 

power from the femtocell in order to maintain the downlink will interfere with the macrocell signal at 
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the MUE, and will force the macrocell to handover the call to another WCDMA frequency or RAT; or, 

if none of these are possible, the MUE call may be dropped.  

In order to maintain the uplink and downlink within the same order of magnitude, an increase of 

20dB in the minimum requirements of dynamic range performance, described in Section 8.3 was proposed 

and subsequently incorporated as a performance measure to be applied in [TS25.104] (see reference [R4-

081597]). 

8.4.1 Customer (MUE) impact 

From the point of view of the MUE, the femtocell is a source of interference to the macrocell. 

However, the macro network can already cope with re-directing UEs to other WCDMA frequencies or 

RAT if a user is affected by high interference. 

Those locations with no coverage from alternative WCDMA frequencies or RATs, may be adversely 

affected by poor Eb/No levels leading to dropped calls. 

Due to femtocells, the macrocell may also be affected by an increase of uplink interference as femto-

UEs increase power levels in order to achieve required quality levels. This may be limited by capping the 

maximum power level transmitted by FUEs or limiting uplink throughput (see Scenario D1 in section 11, 

for details on Uplink interference from the FUE to the macrocell). 

8.4.2 Customer (FUE) Impact 

The minimum separation between MUE and femtocell has a strong effect on the capability to offer 

the require QoS to the femtocell user. However, the FUE has enough power to sustain a voice call while 

the MUE is in the coverage range of the femtocell.  The downlink deadzone sets a minimum separation 

between MUE and femtocell meaning that the FUE transmit power is always within its capability. 

For HSUPA, the user is required to go closer to the femtocell in order to be provided with the best 

throughput, simulation has shown that with the FUE at 5m from the femtocell, good throughput can be 

achieved for MUEs transmitting at full power, further away than 12m (see Figure 8-11).  We note that 

operator results show that UEs transmit at full power less than 1% of the time, and that for 95% of the 

time they are transmitting below 10dBm. 

8.4.3 Mitigation techniques 

Availability of alternative resources (a second carrier, or underlay RAT) for handing off or 

reselecting macro-users is the best way to provide good service in the case where macro-users are in the 

proximity of femtocells.  
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However, the femtocell is required to cope with uplink interference from UE being served by the 

macrocell. In order to equate the minimum distance of the downlink deadzone and the uplink 

interference due to near-far effects, the requirements of the femtocell receiver performance should be 

tested to new dynamic range requirements as discussed in section 8.3. (Note that changes to 3GPP 

specifications have been proposed in [R4-081597] and incorporated into the latest version of TS25.104) 
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9 Scenario C: Femtocell Downlink Interference to the Macrocell UE Receiver 

9.1 Description  

In this scenario a macro-UE (MUE) is connected to the Macro Network at the edge of coverage.  

The MUE is located in the same room as a femtocell (to which it is not allowed to access). The 

femtocell is fully loaded in the downlink. The victim receiver in this case is the MUE and the aggressor is 

the femtocell downlink transmitter. 

 

Figure 9-12: Scenario C 

A macrocell user at cell edge is located in an apartment with an active femtocell. Analysis is given 

for the following cases: 

1. Link budget analysis for fully loaded femtocell. 

2. Monte-Carlo simulation results for capacity impacts of a densely-deployed femto–layer, 

collocated with a co-channel macro layer. 

9.2 Analysis: 

As assumed in the table of parameters (Table 22-43) for link budget analysis, the macrocell cell-edge 

is defined as -103dBm P-CPICH RSCP. It is further assumed that for the UE to detect the femtocell and 

camp on it order to maintain a call, the P-CPICH Ec/No must be at least -20dB. This is consistent with 

the analysis presented for Scenario A. 

The first task is to determine the P-CPICH RSCP for the femtocell at various ranges. First we 

compute the path loss at various distances from the femtocell using the indoor model ITU P.1238, 

assuming a residential building and same floor operation, as well as the same UE characteristics as in 

Table 9-16.  Figure 9-13 shows the total received femtocell power at the UE, as the well as the P-CPICH 
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power (assumed to be 10% of total power). The horizontal line in the figure shows the Macro P-CPICH 

RSCP. 

  Value Units Comments 

Femto max Tx power 10 

15 

21 

dBm  Ptx_f 

Femtocell antenna gain 0 dBi Gf (same as UE) 

Feeders and cable losses 1 dB Lc_f 

Tx EIRP 9 

14 

20 

dBm Eirp_f=Ptx_f+Gf-Lc_f 

UE Antenna Gain 0 dBi Gue 

UE Connector and body losses 3 dB Lc_u 

Table 9-16: Femto Link assumptions 

For the MUE to detect the macrocell and camp on it or to maintain a call, the P-CPICH Ec/No must 

be sufficient. Similarly to scenario A, we assume a -20 dB threshold – i.e. the received P-CPICH RSCP 

from the macro must no more than 20dB below the Rx P-CPICH RSCP of the femto. We already know 

that cell-edge PCPICH RSCP for the macro is -103 dBm and so we can infer that the femto PCPICH 

RSCP must be lower than -83dBm for the MUE to camp on the Macro Cell.  
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Figure 9-13: Received signal from femtocel l at UE 

We can conclude from Figure 9-13 that without adaptive CPICH power control, the Deadzone 
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around the femto will be significant when the macro user is at macro cell-edge.  Even for the lowest 

power class femto, transmitting its P-CPICH at 0dBm, the deadzone is about 25m radius. 

A more instructive way to view this chart is to examine the femto total Tx power against distance 

that gives the -83dBm P-CPICH RSCP necessary to generate an Ec/No of -20dB. 
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Figure 9-14: Femto to UE separation against Max Femto Tx Power to enable a P_CPICH 

EC/!o of -20dB to the macrocell 

Figure 9-14 clearly shows that without adaptive P-CPICH power control the MUE to femto 

separation will have to be very large to enable the MUE to camp on the macro at the macrocell edge. In 

order to bring the deadzone down to an acceptable level, the P-CPICH power must be configured to a 

lower value, appropriate to the scenario.  Section 17.1 contains an in-depth system-simulation based 

analysis of this issue. 

9.3 Extended scenario – Capacity Analysis 

The effect on link budgets and range is of course only half of the picture as it does not take into 

account the important role of the adaptive CPICH power control. Further analysis can be made through 

the use of a Monte-Carlo simulation. 

It is shown that the femtocell is an effective vehicle for delivering a good spectral usage and a better 

technique for making wider bandwidth offered by HSPA provided to fewer users (femto users), this is in 

contrast to the way macrocells work, where larger coverage is provided, however the potential bandwidth 

of the HSDPA is to be shared by a large number of users inevitably yielding lower throughout per user. 

The simulation layout for this scenario is shown in the following two figures. 
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Figure 9-15: Macrocell "Town" with Femto layer in one district 
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Figure 9-16: Femto layout within Town 
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Macrocell configuration: 

Macrocell site to site distance : 900 metres 

antenna height: 25 m 

antenna gain: 18 dBi 

Output power of the macro Node B: 20 Watts 

Town Size: 500m radius 

 

Village configuration: 

House size: 8.3X17.5 (m2) 

Houses cover 70% of the area 

There is one house with femto out of every three houses, shown as a black star. 

Wall penetration loss: 12 dB 

 

This is a very high penetration deployment and simulations were run for fully-loaded and pilot-only 

femtos. In reality, these two cases give the extremes of the loading in the femto layer – neither of them 

is likely to occur for any significant duration in time. 

The simulations here give results in terms of HSDPA throughput, 
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Figure 9-17: Effect of a femto layer on macrocell downlink throughput 

It can be seen from Figure 9-17 that the femto layer does indeed result in the expected throughput 

degradation in the macro layer and that the throughput reduction becomes worse with increasing femto 

power.  This is the effect of the deadzones reducing the macro coverage area. 

Error! Reference source not found. shows the effects on capacity with adaptive power control 

disabled and shows for a 50th percentile point, a 21dBm femto layer would roughly halve the capacity of 

the macro layer. With adaptive CPICH power control enabled, this figure reduces to ~16%. 

With only pilot power being transmitted (i.e. no user traffic), the capacity degradation is still in the 

order of 9% - however, the capacity effects can be largely mitigated by moving to a dedicated carrier. In 

this case the degradation is only 2%. 

The capacity degradation of the macrocells is only one side of the equation.  In terms of the capacity 

offered by the whole network – femto and macro operating together – the scenario modelled by this 

simulation could offer over 1.4Gbps of air interface capacity from the 400 femtos each operating at 

3.6Mbps.  This problem is examined again in section 17.1 where the effects of the macro and the femto 

layers working together shows a total capacity gain of approximately 100-fold.   
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9.4 Conclusions 

In the scenario presented in this paper, assuming standard models and parameters, the range of the 

macrocell will be affected by the femtocell. This can be mitigated somewhat by the use of adaptive P-

CPICH power control. Results were shown to indicate the distance from the femtocell where connection 

to the macro is possible and how this varies with femto transmit power. One firm conclusion from this 

analysis is that adaptive P-CPICH power control is necessary for network to maintain capacity. 

Adaptive P-CPICH power control is not likely to be able to allow macrocell UEs to work in all places 

in close proximity to the femto, however. Scenario G analyses the same interference setup but with the 

femto on a dedicated carrier, where the interference between the macro and femto layers is reduced. 

Capacity analysis was also undertaken through the use of a Monte-Carlo simulation. While the effect of 

the femto layer on the macro layer throughput is not insignificant, the increase in overall air interface 

capacity is so much increased by the presence of the femto layer that any degradation in the macro layer 

is compensated many times over by the presence of the femtos.  See section 17.1 for another angle on 

the capacity gains to be had from the combined femto-macro network. The degree of carrier re-use, and 

spectral efficiency depends on the deployment scenario and number of femto cells used in the equivalent 

coverage area of the macro network. 

9.4.1 Network and Customer Impact 

A mobile (MUE) at the edge of the macro cell is more susceptible to interference as the radio link is 

interference limited. Therefore, when a closed access femto in the vicinity of such a mobile radiates at 

full power the result is a greater network capacity throughput reduction (on HSDPA) than if the power 

was constrained. 

With adaptive power control implemented on the femto, the average reduction in the downlink 

throughput of the mobiles (MUEs) connected to the macro cell is dramatically reduced. This shows 

clearly that adaptive power control is essential for the mitigating interference on non-femto users. 
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10 Scenario D: Femtocell Uplink Interference to the Macrocell !odeB Receiver 

10.1 Description 

The section provides an analysis of uplink interference from femtocell mobiles (FUEs) to a 

Macrocell NodeB Receiver. The scenario being investigated is as follows: A FUE is located next to the 

apartment window, that is in the direct boresight of a Rooftop Macro cell (approx 30m distance) as 

shown in Figure 10-18 . At the same time the FUE is connected to the femto cell at the edge of its range, 

and is transmitting at full power.  

Macro (F1) 

30m

Femto UE Femto (F1)

Femto edge of coverage

 

Figure 10-18 Interference Scenario D1 

In this analysis the impact to the macro Node B is measured by the sensitivity degradation also referred 

to as noise rise (or relative increase in uplink Received Total Wide Band Power (RTWP)) experienced by 

the macro Node B due to the femto UE. The rest of the section is structured as follows: 

In section 10.2.1 an analysis of the scenario is presented in terms of voice traffic. Some assumptions 

are made such as basing the analysis on a macro Node B configuration which can serve a macro 

UE at the same position as the femto UE1 and taking into account factors which could lead to the 

femto UE transmitting at a power higher than expected. The analysis shows that the femto UEs’ 

impact on the macro Node B is within acceptable limits and no worse than the impact a macro 

UE from the same location would cause. 

                                                        

1  Due to the proximity of the Node B and the UEs in this scenario (30m apart), even if the UE were transmitting at the 
bottom of its transmission range the received power from such a UE will significantly degrade the sensitivity of a macro class 
Node B. Therefore, this scenario is only feasible if there is a deep null in the direction of such a UE or a lower class Node B is 
used such as a micro class node B 
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Section 10.2.2 follows on from the analysis of section 10.2.1, showing an extended analysis of 

possible interference caused by a femto UE with high data HSUPA service to the macro uplink. 

This analysis shows that for noise level caused by a femto UE with high data service the impact 

to macro UL could not be neglected. 

In section 10.3, a mitigation technique is suggested which would always ensure there is minimal 

impact to macro Node Bs due to femto cell UEs.  

 

10.2 Analysis 

10.2.1 Analysis of Scenario D- 12k2 Voice 

An analysis of this scenario is presented based on link budget calculations. The analysis looks at the 

noise rise at the Macro Node B antenna connector due to the femto cell UE in the described scenario.  

Given the observation that the uplink power from the UE would exceed the maximum received signal 

at a wide area class macrocell, it is assumed that a micro Node B (medium range BS) is used in this 

scenario1 with a noise floor derived based on the assumption that the sensitivity of the micro Node B for 

12k2 voice service at the time is equal to -111dBm i.e. the 3GPP reference sensitivity level for a 12k2 

voice service at the antenna connector (see Section 22). This sensitivity captures both the loading and 

noise figure of the micro Node B. The noise floor calculation is shown in Table 10-17. 

Table 10-17: Micro !ode B (medium range BS) noise floor 

 Value Units  Comment 

Sensitivity @ antenna 

connector -111 dBm Pue_rec 

3GPP reference sensitivity level for micro 

Node B 

     

UE Service Rate 12.20 kbps R  

Chip rate 3.84 MHz W  

UE Processing Gain 24.98 dB PG  = 10*log(W/R) 

Required EbNo 8.30 dB EbNo 

DCH performance without rx diversity 

(see Section 22) 

     

noise floor -94.32 dB nf_ant  = Pue_rec +PG -EbNo 

 

Next the factors which could lead the femto UE to transmit at a power higher than expected are 
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considered. Figure 10-19 shows a summary of the process used in the analysis. 

 

UL interference from 

macro UEs
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receiver
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higher power
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Figure 10-19: Factors in Scenario D 

The first step was to consider the reasons why a femtocell UE would be transmitting at maximum 

power despite the relatively smaller path loss2 it has to overcome to reach the femto cell. This will occur 

if the femto cell experiences a noise rise or its receiver is experiencing a blocking effect, caused by one 

of the following:  

A co channel macro UE. 

An adjacent channel macro UE. 

Another femto UE located very close (~1m Free Space Loss) to the femto cell e.g. a laptop with a 

3G data card doing a data upload on the same desk as the femto cell. 

However, the following should also be taken into consideration: 

A downlink deadzone will be created around the femto cell for both co-channel and adjacent channel 

macro UEs (though the adjacent channel deadzone will be smaller due to Adjacent Channel 

Selectivity). 

For the scenario described, a macro UE is not likely to be transmitting at the maximum power3 due 

to its proximity to the macro Node B.  

For the purposes of this scenario we shall assume that a co-channel macro UE on the edge of a 60dB  

Deadzone around the femto cell transmitting with a total DL power of 10dBm4 (based on 

recommendations in [R4-080150]) is causing a noise rise to the femto cell. Note that, calculations in 

                                                        

2  Coverage requirement likely to be within radius of 70dB to 90dB based on typical homes in the 
UK (dependent on building materials and coverage area) with femto cell located centrally. 
3  The macro cell radius is highly likely to be in excess of 30m. 
4  Increasing the femto DL power increases the dead zone for unauthorised UEs such as macro UEs 
hence any UL interference impacts experienced by the femto from such UEs will be less. Therefore the 
same impact is expected regardless of femto power class  
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Scenario J show that another femto UE close to the femto cell causes less interference than a co-channel 

macro UE, this is discussed in detail under Scenario J in Section 16. 

 

 

Figure 10-20: Extended Scenario D.1 

 

To estimate the likely femto UE uplink transmission power, it is necessary to analyse the interaction 

between network elements shown in  Figure 10-20 using the following set of link budget calculations: 

1. Calculation of an indoor macro UE’s transmission power when located on the edge of the 

deadzone of a femto cell and 30m from a macro Node B. 

2. Calculation of a femtocell’s downlink coverage taking into account interference from a 

macro Node B 30m away. 

3. Calculation of a femto UE’s transmission power when sitting on the edge of the femto cells 

coverage and taking into account interference from a macro UE. 

4. Calculation of the noise rise at the macro Node B due to a femto UE sitting at its edge of 

coverage. 

The following assumptions are made (see Section 22):  

Femto antenna gain 0dBi. 
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Path loss based on ITU P.1411-3 LOS [ITU1411] (base station height 25m, mobile height 20m). 

Micro Node B CPICH EIRP 29dBm (based on maximum total power for a Micro Node B with 10% 

allocated to the pilot channel). 

10.2.1.1 Indoor Macro UE Transmission Power 

With reference to Figure 10-20, Table 10-18presents a link budget analysis estimating the 

transmission power of the Macro UE as -22.94dBm. 

Table 10-18: Indoor macro UE Tx power 30m away from macro !ode B receiver. 

 Value Units  Comment 

Antenna Gain 2.00 dBi Gant  

Feeder/Connector Loss 1.00 dB Lf  

     

Minimum required signal level 
@ antenna  

-112.0 dBm Pmin =Pue_rec – Gant + Lf 

(Pue_rec comes from Table 
10-17) 

External Wall Loss 20.00 dB Lw  

Node B to macro UE Pathloss  89.1 dB Ltot = 30m ITU P.1411 LOS 
[ITU1411] + Lw  

Indoor macro UE Tx Power  -22.9 dBm Pmue  = Pmin + Ltot 

 

10.2.1.2 Femto Cell Down Link Coverage 

As part of the analysis, the femtocells DL coverage has to be taken into account as this will 

determine the UL coverage of the femto UE. As the femtocell is located very close to the micro Node B, 

DL coverage will be limited due to high interference from the node B. Based on the assumptions listed 

below and then solving for Lfemto (DL pathloss) in Equation 10-25 , the DL coverage of the femtocell in 

this scenario can be estimated as 56.4dB. 

Assumptions: 

a minimum DPCH_Ec/Ior_dB requirement of -16dB for a 12k2 voice call under static propagation 

conditions and Iown/Iother (i.e Îor/Ioc) of -1dB [TS25.101] .  

DL signal orthogonality factor of ! =0.9. 

maximum femtocell DL transmit power of 10dBm4 (based on recommendations in [R4-080939]). 
                                                        

5  All equation parameters in linear units unless suffixed by _dB. 
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total micro Node B DL Power, Pmicro-total = 38dBm, (see Section 22). 

50% DL loading on both femtocell and micro nodeB. 

maximum total DL power allocated to femtocell voice call, Pfemto-call = 10% 

path loss of femto UE to micro Node B of 74.06dB (see Ltot in Table 16-28). 

 

The Downlink Dedicated Physical Channel (DPCH) 6 performance for the femto cell operating co 

channel to Node B can be modelled as the ratio of the received DL DPCH power to interference taking 

into account interference from the femtocell loading and interference from the co channel micro Node B 

as shown in Equation 10-2: 

( )
voiceIoEcDCH

PLP

LP

erferencemicrofemtototalfemto

femtocallfemto
_/_

*)1(*5.0 int

=
+! !!

!

"
 

Equation 10-2
 

 
and the DCH EcIo requirement for 12k2 voice call can be derived using  Equation 10-3(see equation 

(2.11) in [Lai02]): 

 

Equation 10-3 

and the interference from the co-channel Node B is modelled as the received power from the micro node 

B as shown in Equation 10-4: 

( )[ ]103^10 __int dbfemtomicrodBtotalmicroerferencemicro LPP !!! !!=  

Equation 10-4 

Finally by substituting tor  Pmicro- interference and DCH_Ec/Io_voice in  Equation 10-2, the DL path loss of 

the femtocell operating co-channel to Node B can be calculated using Equation 10-5: 

 

Equation 10-5 

where 

                                                        

6  DPCH is a UMTS physical channel used to carry DL data for various UMTS services 
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femtoL  Path loss from femto UE to femto 

 Path loss from femto UE to macro node B 

 Micro node B interference at femto UE 

 Power allocated to femto voice call 

voiceIoEcDCH _/_  DCH Performance requirement for 12k2 voice service 

IorEcDPCH /_  DPCH performance requirement for 12k2 voice service 

 Total femto power 

!  Femto DL signal orthogonality 

 own to other cell interference ratio 

 

 

10.2.1.3 Femto UE Transmission Power 

Table 10-19shows a calculation of the femto UE transmission power in this scenario. 

Table 10-19: Femto UE Tx power 30m from macro !ode B 

 Value Units  Comments 

Frequency 2100.00  MHz  

Macro UE path loss to 
femto 60.00 dB Ldz edge of macro deadzone 

     

Bandwidth 3.84 MHz B  

Thermal Noise Density -174.00 
dBm/H
z tnd  

Receiver Noise Figure 8.00 dB NF  

Receiver Noise Density  -166.00 
dBm/H
z rnd  = tnd +NF 

Receiver Noise Power -100.16 dBm rnp  =rnd +10*log(B*1e6) 

Loading 50.00 % L  

Noise Rise due to Loading 3.01 dB IM  = -10*log(1-L/100) 

     

Macro UE Tx Power -22.94 dBm Pmue  from Table 10-18 

Interference at Femto -82.94 dBm Pmue_re  =Pmue – Ldz 
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 Value Units  Comments 

Receiver from Macro UE c 

     

Femto Receiver Noise 
Floor -82.78 dBm trnp 

=10*log(Linear sum of Pmue_rec 
& (rnp +IM)) 

Femto UE Service Rate 12.2 kbps R  

Chip rate 3.84 MHz W  

Femto UE Processing 
Gain 24.98 dB PG  = 10*log(W/R) 

Required EbNo 8.30 dB EbNo 
DCH performance without rx 
diversity (see Section 22) 

Minimum Required Signal 
Level for Femto UE -99.46 dB Pfmin = Trnp – PG +EbNo 

Femto UE Path loss to 
femto 56.35 dB DLcov See section 10.2.1.2 

Femto UE Tx Power  -43.10 dBm Pfue 
= min(21, max ((Pfmin + 
DLcov), -50) 

 

10.2.1.4 Macro Node B Noise Rise 

The noise rise caused to the macro by a femto UE transmitting at -43.10dBm was calculated, using the 

link budget in Table 10-20 as 0.03dB.  Assuming that a macro UE is at the same location as the femto 

UE by the window (path loss of 74.06dB from the macro, see Ltot in Table 16-28),  Table 10-21shows 

that such as macro UE will cause a noise rise of 0.07dB.  

In, Figure 10-21it is shown that it would take 2 femto UEs in locations such as scenario D and 

transmitting at -43.10dBm to cause a noise rise of 0.07dB.  

Table 10-20: !oise rise calculation for scenario D (femto UE is transmitting at -

43.10dBm 30m from a macro !ode B) 

 

Value 

 Units  Comments 

     

Node B Antenna Gain 2 dBi Gant  

Feeder/Connector Loss 1 dB Lf  

Noise Floor at antenna 
connector -94.32 dBm nf_ant from Table 10-17 
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Femto UE Tx Power -46.48 dBm Pfue  

UE Antenna Gain 0 dBi Gmant  

Femto UE Tx EIRP -46.48 dBm Pfue_eirp =Pue – Gmant +m 

Window/Wall Loss 5 dB Lw  

Pathloss to Macro Node B 

74.69 

 

dB 

 

Ltot 

 
=30m ITU P.1411 LOS(Node B at3m and 
mobile at 1.5m) [ITU1411]+Lw 

Femto UE Interference @ 
macro antenna connector -116.16 dB Pfue_rec  = Pfue_eirp – Ltot + Gant –Lf 

rise above noise floor -21.84 dB R Pfue_rec- nf_ant 

noise rise 0.03 dB NR =10*log( 1+ 100.1*R)) 

 

Table 10-21: !oise rise due to Indoor macro UE Tx power 30m away from macro !ode B 

receiver by window. 

 Value Units  Comment 

Antenna Gain 2.00 dBi Gant  

Feeder/Connector Loss 1.00 dB Lf  

     

Minimum required signal level 

@ antenna connector -112.0 dBm Pmin 

=Pue_rec – Gant + Lf 

(Pue_rec comes from Table 

10-17) 

rise above noise floor -17.68 dB R 

=Pmin -nf_ant 

nf_ant comes from Table 10-17  

Noise rise 0.07 dB NR =10*log( 1+ 100.1*R)) 
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Figure 10-21: !oise rise caused by multiple femto UEs 30m from macro !ode B. 

 

10.2.2 Analysis of Scenario D–HSUPA 

For the co-channel scenario, when there is an on-service FUE on the verge of the FAP cell which is 

within the coverage of a macro cell, the interference caused by the FUE to the macro uplink is at its 

highest, see  Figure 10-22 below: 

 

Figure 10-22: Scenario D 

10.2.2.1 Power Difference of CPICH 

Generally, the FUE cannot maintain its communication with femto when Ec/Io <-16dB because of 
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the deterioration of the DL. Assume that the DL load of both macro and femto is 50%, ignoring the 

thermal noise, when the femto user is at the edge of the femto cell, i.e., Ec/Io =-16dB, we have 

 

Table 10-22: Power Difference of Femto and Macro CPICH. 

 Value Units  

Minimum Ec/Io at the AP 
UE -16.00 dB Ec/Io 

DL load for macro 50%  NRMB_DN 

DL load for femto 50%  NRAP_DN 

power difference of CPICH 8.4 dB RSCP0 

 

10.2.2.2 Macro Node B Noise Rise 

Working assumption: a femto user with 1.5Mbps HSUPA service active, the typical performance 

value is: the UL load of femto cell takes 75%; noise 

coefficient is 12dB; TX power for femto is 15dBm; so the CPICH power difference is 

dB. When the femto user is at the edge of the femto cell coverage, the femto 

user interference power received by the macro is -110.6dBm, the floor noise of macro will experience a 

1.3dB rise (see Table 10-23). However, it should also be noted that if a macro UE were to initiate a 

1.5Mbps HSUPA service on the macro Node B, based on the same performance requirements i.e. 

 and a macro Node B noise floor value of -106dBm (see 

Table 10-23) then the minimum required signal level for the macro UE above the macro noise floor will 

be -107dBm. This will cause a larger noise rise on the macro than the interference of -110.6dBm from a 

femto AP UE.  

Table 10-23: HSUPA Macro noise rise. 

 Value Units  

power difference of CPICH 8.40 dB RSCP0 

Demodulation threshold of 
HSUPA service -1 dB Ec/No 

UL traffic load of femto cell 75%  NRAP 

noise coefficient of femto 12 dB NFAP 
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Maximum TX power of 
femto  15 dBm PCPICH!AP 

Maximum TX power of 
macro  43 dBm PCPICH!MB 

The interference from AP 
UE to Macro Node B -110.6 dBm RxUE,MB 

hot noise -108 dBm No 

noise coefficient of macro 2 dB NFMB 

Noise floor of macro nodeB  -106 dBm No+ NFMB 

Macro Node B Noise Rise 1.3 dB  

 

10.3 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. It is unlikely that a femto UE will be transmitting at maximum power when close to a macro 

Node B due a relatively small coverage area caused by interference from the nearby macro 

Node B. 

2. The extended analysis for a 12k2 voice service has shown that a femto UE in the described 

scenario will be transmitting in the region of -46dBm and will cause a noise rise of 

approximately 0.03dB. Also a macro UE at the location as the femto UE will cause a 0.07dB 

noise for the same 12k2 vice service, which is equivalent to the noise rise that will be caused 

by 2 femto UEs at this location. 

3. The analysis for a femto UE with 1.5Mbps HSUPA data service has shown that a femto UE 

in the described scenario (with femto floor noise of 12dB) will cause a noise rise amounting to 

approximately 1.3dB; However it should also be noted that a macro UE operating at the 

same position and on the same service (with the same service requirement) is expected to 

cause a large noise rise than the FUE. 

4. These results should also be considered in the context of the coverage achievable on the 

femto cell. As shown in section 10.2.1.2, the coverage of the femto cell will be limited to 

approximately 53dB which is likely to only cover one or two rooms. Whilst in these 

environments coverage based propositions would not be impacted, this is not the case for 

homezone propositions. These 'Homezone' impacts would require appropriate 

communication to the customer by the operator. 
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The following recommendations are made that will help ensure harmonious coexistence of femto 

cells and macro Node Bs: 

1. It is desirable to limit the allowed maximum transmission power of a femto UE to avoid a 

noise rise to the macro layer. 

2. Assuming the femto cell has certain capabilities then  

a. The maximum allowed femto UE transmission power can be limited appropriately, 

such that the noise rise caused by a femto UE when transmitting at its maximum 

allowed power is limited based on the femto cells proximity to the surrounding macro 

layer Node Bs. This is important especially when one considers the cumulative effect 

of multiple femto UEs spread across a network. Network simulation results are shown 

in section 17.3 using such a power setting approach which shows an overall drop in 

noise rise across the macro network when femtocells are deployed on the same 

frequency channel as the macro network. A similar approach is suggested in [R4-

071578]. 

b. The femtocell should avoid operating on carriers when it detects very high levels of 

down link interference or proximity to a macro Node B (such as in scenario D) as it 

will struggle to provide better coverage than the macro. However, in cases where the 

femto cells are deployed as a “Service Offering” platform then it could select to 

operate on an alternative carrier if available and suitable. 

c. The femtocell could also handover a femto UE to macro cell if an in-service femto 

UE is at the edge of the femtocell; thereafter uplink interference to macrocell from 

this UE is avoided.  
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11 Scenario E: Femtocell Downlink Interference to nearby Femtocell UE Receiver. 

11.1 Description 

Two apartments are adjacent to each other.  Femtocells (AP1 and AP2) are located one within each 

apartment.  The owner of AP2 visits their neighbour’s apartment, and is on the edge of coverage of their 

own femtocell (AP2) but very close (<3m) to AP1. The owner of AP1 establishes a call requiring full 

power from the femtocell. 

 

AP1 AP2 

UE1 

Apartment 1 

UE2 

Apartment 2 

 

Figure 11-23  Scenario E 

 

A Femtocell user lives close to other femtocell users, externally, a macrocell is also within range. 

There is at least 1 wall between the two apartments. Interference to the home user from the neighbours 

and the macrocell is analysed. 

The analysis is based on a Monte-Carlo simulation and gives results for capacity impacts 

11.2 Analysis 

The effect on average throughput for the femto users can be analysed through the use of a Monte-

Carlo simulation. 
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The simulation layout for this scenario is shown in Figure 11-24.  This is a zoom-in of the assumed 

deployment plan as shown in Figure 9-15. The distance between houses is shown in the grid. 
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Figure 11-24: Village Plan – each house has a femtocell 

In all the scenarios contained in this chapter, the effect of neighbouring femtocell interference on 

the central house (located at coordinates 0,0) is investigated. In cases where a Macrocell is present, it is 

located at coordinates -500m, -500m 

Simulation Configuration: 

Femto power = 0dBm (assumed autoconfigured to this level) 

Pilot power = -10dBm 

External Wall Loss = 15dB 

Internal Wall Loss = 10dB 

Door Loss = 5dB 

Macrocell location = -500, -500 

Distance to Macrocell = 900m 

Macrocell output power = 43dBm 
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Macrocell antenna height = 25m 

The results are in terms of HSDPA throughput.  The application layer is limited to 3.6Mbps for 

these simulations. 

 

The distributions of throughputs available are shown in below. 
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Figure 11-25: CDFs of throughputs available to CAT8 users 

It can be seen from this figure that the neighbouring femtocells do indeed result in a throughput 

degradation to a femtocell user – in the case of users in apartments, the number of people getting full 

throughput drops from over 90% to just over 40%. 
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Figure 11-26: Received signal level from macrocell 

In these cases, the received signal from the nearby macrocell can also be considerable. Figure 11-26 

shows the average received signal level through the central house in the grid. The CDFs in Figure 11-25 

are for the dedicated carrier scenario. If we also consider the shared carrier scenario, the impact of the 

neighbouring femtocells and the macrocell can be much higher than the previous results. This is shown in 

Figure 11-27. 
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Figure 11-27: Shared Carrier CDFs of throughputs available to CAT8 Users. 

11.3 Conclusions: 

In the scenario presented in this paper, the throughput of the femtocell in the downlink will be 

affected by the downlink of neighbouring femtocells.  We have seen in section 9 that this can be 

mitigated somewhat by the use of adaptive pilot power control. As an example, the interfering cell 

(where the UE can not get service from, there is a need to make sure that its pilot power is carefully 

adjusted to provide coverage to UEs within the intended area. However, the femtocell where the visitor 

comes from (next door) needs to compensate for wall penetration loss and interference from the other 

femto. This compensation should be done via adaptive power control on the pilot signal) 

A key conclusion is that the femto coverage should aim to be restricted to a single apartment only. 

Adaptive power control is one method to help this. Visiting UEs would then see the Macro layer as the 

best cell they have access to and the interference scenario becomes identical to Scenario A. However, 

this is unlikely to be possible in 100% of cases and there will undoubtedly be situations where a femtoCell 

in one apartment will cause dead zones within the coverage area of its neighbour. 
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One firm conclusion from this analysis is that adaptive power control is a necessary feature that 

should be implemented for femtocells. 

11.3.1 Network and Customer Impact 

Due to the cross-wall penetration loss experienced by the signal of the femto of the visiting mobile 

and to the fact that a femto power needs to be controlled to mitigate interference the signal level is weak 

resulting in greater performance degradation to mobile. 

It is recommended in this case, and since the scenario assumes there is macro cell coverage, that the 

mobile in question be handed over to the macro network for a better signal level leading to a better 

performance. 
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12 Scenario F: Femtocell Uplink Interference to !earby Femtocell Receivers 

12.1 Description 

Two apartments are adjacent to each other.  Femtocells (AP1 and AP2) are located one within each 

apartment. The owner of AP2 visits their neighbour’s apartment, and is on the edge of coverage of their 

own femtocell. The owner of AP2 establishes a call that requires peak UE power to their own femtocell 

while they are located next to AP1 (< 3m). The scenario is depicted in Figure 12-28. 

 

 

Figure 12-28: Interference Scenario F. 

12.2 Analysis 

This analysis is quite straightforward and serves to illustrate boundary conditions which may be 
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experienced in the scenario described. The effects of a population of users would need more detailed 

assessment with dynamic simulation tools and other probabilistic methods in order to understand 

likelihood of such scenarios occurring. 

1.1. Assumptions and Method 

It is assumed that both UEs have established voice calls to their respective AP. Subsequently UE2 will 

move towards AP1. Both radio paths to AP1 (wanted and interfering signals) are assumed to be 

experiencing the same signal decay loss with distance. In other scenarios analysed within this paper 

different signal power decay profiles have been used. Essentially these have been either d2 (free space 

loss) or d2.8. Both are used here for comparison and to show some sensitivity analysis. 

The assumed Ec/Io (interference margin) required to maintain a voice call is assumed -18dB (=7dB 

Eb/No – 25db processing gain). 

 

 

Figure 12-29: Signal decay Scenario F.1. 

The factor determining performance is the Ec/Io which the AP can tolerate while maintaining 

sufficient call quality, approximately -18dB, as also confirmed in other analyses. This can be translated 

into relative distance from the femtocell for each UE. The ratio D2/D1 (=10-18/28 for the 2.8 decay index 

case) is shown below. 

Explanation of ratio D2/D1 assuming 2.8 decay index: 
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PL1 = x + 28*log(D1) 

PL2 = x + 28*log(D2) 

PL2 = PL1-18 

 

PL1-18 = x + 28*log(D2) 

x + 28*log(D1) = x  + 28*log(D2) 

 

28*log(D2/D1) = -18 

 

D2/D1 = 10^(-18/28)  

 

Different results are obtained depending which signal decay loss is assumed. Both are shown here: 

Table 12-24:  

Examples 

D2 distance is minimum before AP1/UE1 link degrades 

Signal Decay 

Index 

Ratio 

D2/D1 
D1=10m D1=50m D1=200m 

2.8 0.22 D2=2.2m D2=11m D2=45m 

2.0 0.13 D2=1.3m D2=6.3m D2=25m 

 

12.3 Conclusions 

In this scenario, it is shown that uplink co-channel interference from a UE attached to an aggressor 

femtocell located near to the wanted femtocell could reduce the maximum range if no power 

management is employed. The closer the aggressor UE is to the wanted femtocell, and the higher it’s 

power output, the greater the range reduction. 

A power cap, either fixed or dynamic, would reduce significantly any occurrences of this femto 

uplink co-channel interference – aggressor UE should be optimized to only have coverage within it’s own 

environment, otherwise it would be served by a macrocell. 

Regarding the level of Impact, in typical cases, both wanted and aggressor femtocells would have 

dynamically optimized coverage to their respective UE, hence this co-channel scenario is unlikely to 

occur.  

If this femtocell power optimisation is not done the co-channel interference can indeed occur, and 
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range reduction is the consequence. This range reduction can be mitigated to an extent by the normal 

dynamic power control of the wanted UE. 
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13 Scenario G: Macrocell Downlink Interference to an adjacent channel Femtocell UE 

Receiver 

13.1 Description 

A femtocell UE is located on a table next to the apartment window and is in the direct boresight of a 

rooftop macrocell (approximately 30m distance). The macrocell becomes 50% loaded, while a femtocell 

UE is connected to the femtocell at the edge of its range. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 13-30. 

 

 

 

Figure 13-30: Interference Scenario G. 

 

13.2 Analysis 

This simple analytical method provides worst case downlink adjacent channel performance of a 

femto UE victim being interfered by a macrocell transmitter on the adjacent channel. 

The macro cell is assumed to have a maximum transmit power of 43dBm, running at 50% utilization 

(-3dB). The femto UE is always experiencing the maximum adjacent channel interference level. Shadow 

fading around a window area from an outdoor signal has a higher than normal variance.  In practice this 
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means that very small movements can cause large variations in signal strength, typically significantly 

reducing interference indoors when moving a small distance from the window.  This analysis, however, 

only considers the worst case when the interfering signal is at maximum strength. 

Path Loss from the outdoor macro cell to the femto UE is assumed to follow a free space model with 

an additional 6dB loss through the building glazing.  Walls would provide significantly greater macro cell 

downlink loss. 

Other assumptions are: 

macro antenna gain = 11dBi,  

macro output = 43dBm – 3dB + 11 dB = 51dBm EIRP. 

Macro-UE1 MCL = 70dB. 

Path Loss = 38 + 20 log 30 + 6 = 76dB. 

Femto antenna gain = -3 dBi. 

Femto max Tx power = +21 dBm 

Adjacent channel level at UE receiver = 51dBm – 76 – 3 = -28dBm. 

Adjacent channel Selectivity of the UE receiver = 33 dB. 

Noise level at UE receiver from adjacent channel = -28dBm – 33 = -61dBm. 

Coding gain = 25dB. 

Eb/No = 7dB. 

Required wanted signal level at UE = -61dBm -25 + 7 = -79dBm. 

However, a typical femtocell link budget or range calculation includes in the region of 10 dB 

interference margin, giving an effective rise in noise level of 28 dB. This will result in a range reduction 

for this particular UE in this particular location. For a schematic of the link budget, see Figure 13-31. 
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Figure 13-31: - the l ink budget of Scenario G  

In this worst case scenario, adjacent channel interference from nearby high power macro cells to 

femto UEs can create problems. The adjacent channel interference to the UE effectively raises the UE 

noise floor, reducing the range it can support. In this case the effective rise in noise level is 28dB. 

According to the argument presented in this section, femtocell deployments will have a nominal, or 

average effective transmit power in the range 5dBm to 8dBm (though see Section 17.1 where the 

maximum transmit power may be considerably less than in dense deployments, and considerably more in 

suburban deployments). This gives the femtocell the ability to increase output power to partially 

compensate for the increased noise from this macrocell adjacent channel interference. This headroom 

would typically be 13dB – 16dB, less than the maximum potential loss due to adjacent channel 

interference. Therefore in these conditions, a femtocell can experience a loss in downlink coverage 

equivalent to 12dB – 15dB. 

The degree to which this loss is translated into range, is dependent on the environment (building 

structure, number of floors/walls). For a 2.8 power law this could typically reduce range by 60% - 70%, 

although in practice this would not be experienced by the UE user as small movement away from the 
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“hot spot” by the window would significantly reduce the adjacent channel interference and its impact. 

In cases where the femtocell has a hard limit placed on the maximum output power (which may be 

recommended for co-channel interference situations), then the femtocell range will be restricted up to a 

maximum of 28dB, which can be very significant (90% range reduction). However, as mentioned in 14.2, 

this range reduction is only likely to be seen as a small hot spot directly around the window and small 

movement away from that location would in many cases bring the UE back into range.  

13.3 Conclusions 

This simple analysis shows that range reduction of a femtocell due to downlink adjacent channel 

interference from an outdoor macrocell can become significant. However, it is clear that the scenario 

outlined is the worst case in that the femto UE sees extreme adjacent channel interference direct from 

the boresight of a nearby macro and while located in a window far away from its serving cell. This creates 

the illusion of large range reduction but in practice the femto UE user would experience a rapid 

improvement in performance with small movements away from the interference hot spot by the window 

In terms of the level of impact, we have seen earlier (in section 7.5) that the likelihood of a UE 

experiencing -48dBm signal from the macro network is less than 0.01%.  In this scenario, the macro 

signal is at -28dBm, and only reduces to -61dBm because of the adjacent channel selectivity.  Therefore 

we can say that this scenario will occur much less than 0.01% of the time. Furthermore, while it is 

possible to imagine such scenarios, the real end user impact would be spots of poor performance but very 

small movements within a building would improve the performance significantly. 

A femtocell experiencing these extreme levels would see a typical range reduction from 117m to 

34m approximately. 
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14 Scenario H: Macrocell Uplink Interference to the adjacent channel Femtocell Receiver  

The aim of this interference scenario is to evaluate the impact of uplink interference experienced by 

a femtocell supporting closed access from a UE that is connected to a macro Node B (as it is not in the 

femto access control list), when the UE and femtocell are located in close proximity. A weak signal is 

received from the macro Node B within the apartment where the femtocell is located. Further, it is 

assumed that the macro and femto cellular layers are deployed on adjacent frequencies. The impact of 

interference is evaluated using two services, AMR 12.2 kbps voice, and HSUPA. 3GPP transceiver 

specifications will be used in the analysis. It will be determined whether any enhancement to 

specifications is required.  

14.1 Description 

A femtocell is located on a table within the apartment. Weak coverage of the macro network is 

obtained throughout the apartment. A user (that does not have access to the femtocell) is located next to 

the femtocell and has a call established at full power from the UE1 device. Another device UE2 has an 

ongoing call at the edge of femtocell coverage,  Figure 14-32 illustrates the scenario. 
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Figure 14-32: Illustration of the Interference Scenario H.1. 

14.2 Analysis 

Analytical evaluation is carried out for the interference scenario based on link-budget calculations and 

transceiver performance requirements as specified by 3GPP. The uplink frequency is assumed to be 1900 

MHz (Band I), and the antenna gains of the femtocell and UEs are equal to unity. Two cases of frequency 

deployment are considered. Case I considers a frequency separation of 5 MHz between the femtocell UE 

(FUE) and the macrocell UE (MUE), while Case II assumes that the frequency separation between the 

two cellular layers is 10 MHz.  

14.2.1 Parameter settings 

          The parameter settings that are used in the analysis are given below: 
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 Services     

 

 AMR 12.2 kbps voice,   

5.76 Mbps HSUPA 

 MUE parameters 

 

 MUE max transmit power, a = 21 dBm (Power Class 4) [TS25.101] 

 Minimum Coupling Loss (MCL) between MUE and Femtocell, b = 45 dB [TS25.104] 

 Antenna gain = 1dBi. 

M!B parameters 

 

Receiver sensitivity, RxSens = -121 dBm [TS25.104] 

Required Eb/N0 for 12.2 kbps voice, Eb_N0 = 8.3 dB (without Rx diversity [TS25.104]) 

Noise floor = -104.32 dBm (RxSens + 10*log10(3.84e6/12.2e3) - Eb_N0). 

FUE parameters 

 

 FUE max transmit power, c = 21 dBm (Power Class 4) [TS25.101] 

 HSUPA terminal category = 6 (5.76 Mbps) [TS25.104]  

 Femtocel l parameters 

 

Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS) of the femtocell receiver for Case I, d = 63 dB [TS25.104].The 

specification states that femtocell should be able to decode AMR speech when the received signal 

strength on adjacent channel is equal to -38 dBm, while wanted signal level is at -101 dBm. 

Blocking performance of the femtocell receiver, Case II, e = 71 dB [TS25.104]. The specification 

states that a femtocell should be able to decode AMR speech when the received signal strength on 

next-adjacent channel is equal to -30 dBm, while wanted signal level is at -101 dBm.  

Maximum allowed path loss between FUE and femtocell is calculated as the difference between the 

maximum UE transmit power and minimum received signal level of the wanted signal, f = 122 dB 

(i.e., 21 - -101 [dB]). 
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Antenna gain   = 0dBi (single-antenna reception). 

 Noise Figure   = 8dB (from section 22) 

Maximum transmit power = 10dBm  

 Indoor-indoor path loss model 

 

 ITU P.1238 [ITU1238], N = 28 (2.8 x 10), n = 1, residential deployment (Section 22)  

 

 

 

14.2.2 Impact of MUE interference on AMR 

AMR voice service is used in the following analysis. Assuming that the MUE is transmitting at 

maximum power, a, the minimum allowed path loss between femtocell and MUE is calculated as the 

difference between the MUE transmit power (21 dBm) and the received signal level of the unwanted 

signal (-38 dBm). It is equal to 59 dB for Case I. This corresponds to a minimum separation of around 

4.2m between femtocell and MUE, based on the ITU P.1238 indoor path loss model [ITU1238]. Clearly, 

this separation cannot be guaranteed in a residential deployment. Figure 14-33 illustrates the variation in 

minimum separation between femtocell and MUE for a given MUE transmit power level.  

One of the mechanisms available to improve robustness against adjacent channel interference is 

AGC. Under this technique the receiver will dynamically reduce gain of RF front end when it is subject to 

a blocking signal. The drawback of this technique is that it will result in a receiver sensitivity loss. The 

next step is to determine whether the reduction in receiver sensitivity makes a significant difference to 

uplink coverage of a femtocell.  

The femtocell is typically downlink limited as the UE power budget (21 dBm) is usually greater than 

the femtocell power budget. The uplink link-budget of AMR 12.2 kbps voice service is given in Error! 

Reference source not found.. It shows that the UE is only required to transmit at -22 dBm to achieve 

a typical coverage range of 25 m in uplink. Thus, there is sufficient headroom available for ramping-up 

the UE power in response to uplink interference.  
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Figure 14-33, Uplink radio link-budget of AMR 12.2 kbps voice service 

Ref

. 
Description Value Units Formula  

 Transmitter (UE)    

 Transmit power 0.006 mW Input, power allocation 

A As above in dBm -22.22 dBm  

b Antenna gain 0.00 dBi 

Input, omnidirectional antenna 

pattern. 

c Body Loss -3.00 dB Input 

d Cable loss 0.00 dB Input 

e Transmitter EIRP -25.22 dBm a + b + c + d 

 

Receiver 

(Femtocel l)    

f 

Thermal noise 

density -174.00 dBm/Hz Input 

g Receiver noise figure 8.00 dB Input 

h 

Receiver noise 

density -166.00 dBm/Hz f + g 

i 

Receiver noise 

power -100.16 dBm h + 10*log(3840000) 

j Interference margin -3.00 dB Input, corresponding to 50% load. 

k Required Eb/N0 6.50 dB Input 

l Required Ec/I0 -18.48 dB Includes the SF gain. 

m Receiver sensitivity -115.64 dBm 

i + l - j, minimum requirement is -107 

dBm 

n 

Receiver antenna 

gain 0.00 dBi Input 

o Cable loss 0.00 dB Input 

p Slow fading margin -6.00 dB Input 

q Soft handover gain 0.00 dB Input, SHO is disabled in the Femto 
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AP. 

r Fast Fading margin -3.00 dB Input 

s 

Allowed propagation 

loss for cell range 81.42 dB e-m-n+o+p+q+r+s 

t Cell Range 26.48 m 

According to ITU P.1238 indoor loss 

model 

 

 

 

 Under this interference scenario, the femtocell receiver can utilise AGC and reduce the gain of RF 

front end. As a result, uplink fast power control will command the FUE to increase its transmit power. 

Thus, the femtocell receiver will be able to tolerate a higher input level of unwanted signal in comparison 

to the current ACS specification, without losing the dynamic range it needs to receive from UEs at the 

femto cell edge. Figure 14-33 illustrates the performance trends assuming that maximum input signal on 

the adjacent channel can be increased by 10dB (i.e. to -28 dBm). Now, the minimum separation between 

the femtocell and MUE can be reduced to 1.8 m.  

If the FUE transmit power is increased in response to AGC there will also be an increase in 

interference to neighbouring femtocells as well as the macro NodeBs. Next, the impact on noise rise at 

the Macro NodeB is evaluated. The noise floor at the macro NodeB is calculated to be -104.32 dBm, as 

shown in Section 14.2.1. Assuming that the HUE is transmitting at -10 dBm and the total loss of signal 

strength up to the macro NodeB is 110 dB (cell edge scenario), the received signal level will be -120 dBm. 

Adding ACS rejection of 63dB [TS25.104] the received in-band signal strength will be equal to -183 dBm. 

Thus, the noise rise at the macro NodeB due to FUE will be insignificant. However, noise rise at 

neighbouring femtocells could become important as they will normally operate on the same frequency 

and may not be separated from each other by large distances. Thus, adaptive control of AGC will be 

required to achieve a good trade-off between own-cell interference rejection and other-cell interference. 

Further, it is recommended to limit the maximum FUE transmit power to maintain system stability, as 

suggested in [R4-071578]. 

For Case II, the minimum allowed path loss between femtocell and MUE is equal to 51 dB (i.e., 21 - -

30). This corresponds to a minimum separation between femtocell and MUE of 2.2 m. Figure 14-33 also 

illustrates performance results for Case II deployment. Note that far-field assumptions are valid at all 

observation points shown in Figure 14-33. 
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Figure 14-34: Minimum separation between Femtocell and MUE for a given MUE transmit 

power level. 

 

 

14.2.3 Impact of MUE interference on HSUPA 

 The fixed-reference channel (FRC) no. 3 [TS25.104] is used in the following analysis, as it 

corresponds to the maximum uplink bit rate that is likely to be supported by femtocells in initial 

deployments. According to the definition of FRC3, the femtocell receiver should provide greater than 

30% of the maximum information bit rate at reference value of Ec/No of 2.4 dB and greater than 70% of 

the maximum information bit rate at Ec/No of 9.1 dB. These values are based on the Pedestrian A 

channel model. The maximum information bit rate with FRC3 is equal to 4059 kbps. 

Assuming Case 1 frequency deployment, the MUE to FAP separation fixed at 2 m, and the received 

MUE signal level at the femto receiver being less than or equal to -38 dBm (from ACS spec.), Figure 

14-35 illustrates the variation in E-DPDCH Ec/No  measured at the femto receiver for a given MUE 
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transmit power level. It is assumed that the FUE to FAP path loss is fixed at 90 dB. Results show that in 

order to achieve 70% of max information rate the FUE transmit power should be at least 0 dBm. 

Additionally, MUE transmit power should be kept below 7 dBm. Maximum allowed FUE transmit power 

level can be signalled by the femtocell (e.g., in RRC signalling), while MUE transmit power level cannot 

be controlled by femtocell. As the likelihood of MUE transmitting at high power increases at the 

macrocell edge HSUPA throughput at the femtocell could deteriorate in this scenario.  
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Figure 14-35: E-DPDCH Ec/!o variation with MUE transmit power level. 

 

 

Figure 14-36 shows similar performance results when the FAP to MUE separation is fixed at 5 m. 

In this case although the FUE transmit power should be at least 0 dBm, MUE transmit power can 

be increased to 18 dBm and the required Ec/No can still be achieved.  

2.8 Mbps, 70% of 4.095 Mbps 

1.2 Mbps, 30% of 4.095 Mbps 

FUE Tx. Power = 0 dBm 

FUE Tx. Power = -5 dBm 

FUE Tx. Power = -10 dBm 
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Figure 14-36: E-DPDCH Ec/!o variation with MUE transmit power level. 

14.3 Conclusions 

 This section has considered a simple analysis of the interference scenario H based on link-budget 

calculations and 3GPP specifications. Two cases of frequency deployment have been considered. Case I 

assumes that the macro layer is deployed on the adjacent frequency to the femto layer, while Case II 

considers the next-adjacent case with a frequency separation of 10 MHz between the two carriers. 

Further, the analysis considers impact of interference on two services, i.e., AMR 12.2 kbps voice and 5 

Mbps HSUPA. 

The relationship between minimum FAP to MUE separation and MUE transmit power level has been 

derived. It was found that if the MUE is transmitting at the maximum power of 21 dBm it needs to be 

separated from the femtocell by around 4.2 m (Case I). The minimum femtocell to MUE separation can 

be reduced further by employing Automatic Gain Control (AGC) at the femtocell receiver. It has been 

shown that the resulting loss in receiver sensitivity will not deteriorate femtocell coverage as there is 

sufficient power headroom available at the UE. If a reduction in gain of 10 dB is applied by AGC the 

minimum MUE to FAP separation can be reduced to 1.8 m. Based on the analysis it was recommended to 

add a new test case for adjacent channel rejection to the HNB specification, where the wanted signal 

mean power is set at -91 dBm and the interfering signal mean power is set at -28 dBm.  This 

FUE Tx. Power = 0 dBm 

Ec/N0 giving 1.2 Mbps 

FUE Tx. Power = -10 dBm 

FUE Tx. Power = -5 dBm 

Ec/N0 giving 2.8 Mbps according to UE 

spec. 
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recommendation has been incorporated into the latest version of TS25.104.  Note that femtocell should 

apply AGC only when a blocking signal is detected in uplink. If the two cellular layers are deployed 10 

MHz apart the minimum separation between MUE and femtocell that can be supported is 2.2 m, with 

existing Local Area BS specifications.  

The performance of HSUPA has been analysed in the presence of uplink interference from the 

macro UE. It is assumed that the macro UE is operating on the adjacent frequency. The femtocell – 

MUE separation is fixed at 2 m and 5 m. The FUE - femtocell path loss is fixed at 90 dB, representing 

the coverage edge scenario. It was seen that in order to obtain 70% of nominal HSUPA bit rate with a 

category 6 UE the MUE transmit power should be below 7 dBm and 18 dBm, respectively. In both cases 

minimum transmit power used for HSUPA transmission should be 0 dBm. Maximum allowed FUE 

transmit power level can be signalled by the femtocell (e.g., in RRC signalling), while MUE transmit 

power level cannot be controlled by femtocell. As the likelihood of MUE transmitting at high power 

increases at the macrocell edge HSUPA throughput at the femtocell could deteriorate in this scenario.  

 

14.3.1 Femto System Impact 

If the minimum separation between the MUE and femtocell is not maintained as stated in the 

conclusions section the femtocell receiver will not be able to decode the wanted speech signal at the 

required QoS level. Similarly, the HSUPA performance will deteriorate gradually as the MUE transmit 

power is increased for a given separation between the MUE and femtocell receiver, assuming a fixed FUE 

transmit power. There is a probability (typically less than 3% based upon network average UE 

measurements) that femtocell will become blocked by a non-allowed handset when the latter is within 1.8 

m of the FAP. 

 

14.3.2 Mitigation techniques 

The local area base station ACS specification does not cover the high blocking signal levels expected 

in femtocell deployment. AGC can be utilised to provide additional robustness against uplink 

interference. When AGC is activated, the femtocell will command the UE to increase its transmit power 

in response to reduction in RF front-end gain. As described in Section 14.3, there is sufficient power 

headroom available at the UE to meet typical femtocell coverage requirements. At the same time, 

maximum transmit power of FUE should be limited by femtocell in order to maintain overall system 

stability in uplink [R4-071578]. Some of the factors governing selection of maximum transmit power of 
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FUE are femtocell coverage, service requirements, frequency deployment, distance to nearest macro cell 

receiver, uplink noise rise margin, etc.   

 

 

15 Scenario I: Femtocell Downlink Interference to the adjacent channel macrocell UE 

Receiver 

The aim of the analysis of this scenario is to evaluate the impact of downlink interference from a 

femtocell experienced by a UE (the MUE) that is connected to a macro NodeB, while the MUE and 

femtocell are located in close proximity.  The MUE is not allowed to access the femtocell (i.e., closed 

subscriber group). A weak signal is received from the macro NodeB within the apartment where the 

femtocell is located. Further, it is assumed that the macro- and femto-cellular layers are deployed on 

adjacent frequencies. The impact of interference is evaluated using two services, AMR 12.2 kbps voice, 

and HSUPA. 3GPP transceiver specifications will be used in the analysis. It will be determined whether 

any enhancement to specifications is required. 

15.1 Description 

Two users (UE1, and UE2) are within an apartment. UE1 (FUE) is connected to a femtocell and at 

the edge of coverage. UE2 (MUE) is connected to the macrocell at the edge of coverage, and located 

next to the femtocell transmitting at full power.  Figure 15-37 illustrates the interference scenario I. 
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Figure 15-37: Illustration of the Interference Scenario I. 

 

15.2 Analysis 

Analytical evaluation is carried out for the interference scenario based on link-budget calculations and 

transceiver performance requirements as specified by 3GPP. The downlink frequency is assumed to be 

2100 MHz, and the antenna gains of the femtocell and UEs are equal to unity.  

15.2.1 Parameter settings 

The parameter settings that are used in the analysis are given below: 

 

 Services 

 

AMR 12.2 kbps voice 

14.4 Mbps HSDPA. 
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Femtocell parameters 

 

Static maximum total transmit power including control and traffic channels, Pmax = (10, 15, 21) 

dBm, 

 Downlink frequency = 2100 MHz 

 Macro cell parameters 

 

Max transmit power on DCH = 33 dBm  

Total transmit power = 43 dBm 

HSDPA power allocation = 42 dBm (80% of total power) 

Antenna gain = 17 dBi 

Feeder/cable loss = 3 dB 

Operating frequency band = 1 

MUE receiver parameters 

 Reference sensitivity level (DPCH_Ec_<REFSENS>) = -117 dBm (Band 1), [TS25.101] 

REFIor = -106.7 dBm (Band 1), [TS25.101] 

Max transmit power = 21 dBm (Power Class 4), [TS25.101] 

Maximum input power level = -25 dBm, [TS25.101] 

ACS = 33 dB, [TS25.101] 

HSDPA terminal category = 10 (14.4 Mbps) 

The ACS specification is valid as long as the Femtocell Downlink signal is in the range [-25,-52] 

(dBm) [TS25.101]. Additionally, the DPCH_Ec from the Macro Node B should be in the range [-76, -

103] (dBm) [TS25.101].  Table 15-26 illustrates the region of operation, which meets the conditions 

specified above. 

Outdoor-indoor path loss model 

 

COST 231 Hata [TR 25.848]. 

External wall loss = 20 dB. 
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 Indoor-indoor path loss model 

 

 ITU P.1238 [ITU1238], N = 28, n = 1, Residential deployment (Section 22). 
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Figure 15-38: Macro !ode B signal strength relative to the interfering femtocell signal 

strength measured at the MUE, required for successful decoding of AMR. 

 

15.2.2 Impact of Femtocell interference on AMR service 

The region of operation shown in Figure 15-38 gives the maximum strength of the downlink 

interfering signal versus the minimum strength of wanted signal. Each point in the region of operation 

translates into distance of separation between femtocell to MUE versus distance between macro NodeB 

and MUE. The ITU P.1238 model [ITU1238] is used to calculate path loss between the femtocell and 

MUE, while the Okumura-Hata model [TR25.848] is used on the link between the macrocell and MUE.  

Figure 15-39 illustrates the impact of downlink interference as a function of femtocell transmit 

power. The curves are obtained by converting maximum allowed path loss into distance according to 

specified path loss models. It is assumed that femtocell is transmitting at full power. The general trend is 

Region of operation 
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that as the MNB to MUE separation is increased the distance between femtocell and MUE needs to be 

increased as well, in order to avoid blocking at the MUE. It is clear from Figure 15-39 that downlink 

interference will not pose any problem to the MUE when it is located close to the macrocell. However, if 

the MUE is located close to the macro cell edge femtocell interference could block the downlink signal. 

The figure also illustrates the merits of adaptive control of maximum femto transmit power level, as for 

a fixed minimum femtocell – MUE separation the appropriate femtocell transmit power level depends 

on the femtocell – macrocell path loss.  

Table 15-25 gives the maximum MNB – MUE separation that can be supported for different 

femtocell transmit power levels, when the femtocell – MUE separation is fixed at 2 m. Results are 

obtained by converting maximum allowed path loss into distance using appropriate path loss model. The 

maximum MNB – MUE separation varies from 0.8 km (Pmax = 0 dBm) to 0.2 km (Pmax = 21 dBm). A 

recent 3GPP contribution on the same topic suggests that maximum transmit power of a femtocell 

should be limited to 10 dBm for the adjacent channel deployment scenario [R4-090940]. 

Next, we consider impact of femtocell interference on the CPICH quality of the macrocell. If the 

CPICH is not received with sufficient quality the radio link between MUE and macrocell cannot be 

sustained. The femtocell deadzone (both co-channel and adjacent channel) represents an area around a 

femtocell where a non-authorised UE will experience total loss of service due to very low Macro CPICH 

Ec/No. According to a recent 3GPP contribution [R4-070969], the adjacent channel deadzone of a 

femtocell is of the order of 40 dB (Pmax = 10 dBm) and 50 dB (Pmax = 20 dBm), when the macrocell 

RSSI is equal to -76 dBm. This corresponds to a distance of 0.8 m and 1.9 m respectively between the 

femtocell and MUE. For similar settings of Pmax the femtocell deadzone increases to 60 dB (Pmax = 10 

dBm) and 70 dB (Pmax = 20 dBm), when the macrocell RSSI is -103 dBm. This corresponds to a distance 

of 4.2 m and 9.6 m respectively. The latter scenario represents the situation when the MUE is close to 

the cell edge. Thus, in the cell edge case MUE will not be able to sustain the radio link with the macrocell 

within 4 m – 10 m of the femtocell (depending on Pmax). Note that, the femtocell – MUE separation 

found previously using ACS specification is smaller than the size of femtocell deadzone. Thus, deadzone 

is the limiting factor affecting radio link between MUE and macrocell. It is therefore recommended to 

limit the maximum femtocell transmit power to 10 dBm, so that the femtocell dead zone in adjacent 

channel does not exceed 4 m. 
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Figure 15-39: Maximum M!B - MUE separation as a function of femtocel l - MUE 

separation, assuming AMR voice service. 

 

Table 15-25: Maximum Macro !B – MUE separation for a given maximum Femtocell 

transmit power level, when the Femtocel l – MUE separation is fixed at 2 m. 

 Femtocel l transmit 

power (dBm) 

Max. Macro !B - MUE 

separation (km) 

0 0.8 

2 0.7 

5 0.6 

7 0.55 

10 0.45 

15 0.32 

17 0.29 

21 0.22 

15.2.3 Impact of Femtocell interference on HSDPA 
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Next, the performance of HSDPA under this interference scenario is analyzed using link-budget type 

calculations. Fixed Reference Channel definition H-Set 6 is selected for analysis purposes [TS25.101]. A 

Category 10 UE is chosen as it supports the maximum achievable HSDPA data rate (equal to 14.4 Mbps).  

The nominal average information bit rate for this FRC is 3219 kbps with QPSK and 4689 kbps with 

16QAM. The UE specification states that the receiver should meet or exceed the information bit 

throughput R requirements given in Table 15-26.  

Table 15-26: UE receiver performance requirement (HSDPA), [TS 25.101]. 

Parameter Value 

Channel model PA3 (Pedestrian A) 

Ioc [dBm] -60  

/
c or
E I  [dB] [TS25.133] -6, -3 

! /
or oc
I I  [dB] 10 

R, QPSK [kbps] 1407, 2090 

R, 16QAM [kbps] 887, 1664 

 

Based on link budget calculations, the minimum femtocell to MUE separation is found to be 0.6 m, 

1.0 m and 1.6 m (to maintain given Ioc), depending on whether Pmax is equal to 10 dBm, 15 dBm or 21 

dBm [ITU1238]. Figure 15-40 illustrates the impact of interference in terms of maximum macrocell to 

MUE separation for a given femtocell to MUE separation. At each point in the curve femtocell 

interference is fixed at -60 dBm, while the macrocell G-factor ( ! /or oc
I I ) is maintained at 10 dB. Further, it 

is assumed that the macrocell has allocated 80% of total power to HSDPA, resulting in HS-PDSCH Ec/Ior 

of approx. -1 dB. 
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Figure 15-40: Maximum macrocel l-MUE separation as a function of femtocel l-MUE 

separation, for reception of HSDPA. 

 

If the femtocell - MUE separation is fixed at 4 m (adjacent channel deadzone size found in the 

previous section) the macrocell – MUE separation should not be more than 150 m - 300 m in order to 

decode the HS-PDSCH at the specified rate. It is well known that a macrocell allocates highest HSDPA 

data rates only when UEs are located close to the cell site. Thus, it is not apparent that femtocell 

interference will significantly deteriorate HSDPA performance at the MUE. Detailed quantitative 

analysis of HSDPA performance requires system-level simulations. 

15.3 Conclusions 

A simple analytical analysis of the interference scenario I.1 has been carried out based on link-budget 

type calculations and 3GPP specifications. Adjacent channel deployment for the macro- and femto-

layers has been assumed. The analysis considers impact of interference on two services, i.e., AMR 

12.2kbps voice and 14.4Mbps HSDPA. 

In terms of AMR service, a minimum separation of 2 m between the femtocell and MUE can be 

achieved if the macrocell site is within 0.4 km, and the femtocell is not transmitting above 10dBm. The 
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size of femtocell deadzone, which represents an area around the femtocell where a non-authorised UE 

will experience total loss of service due to poor macrocell CPICH Ec/No, has been investigated in a 

recent 3GPP contribution [R4-070969]. It was found that the adjacent channel deadzone radius is around 

4 m when Pmax is equal to 10 dBm and it increases to around 10 m for Pmax set at 21 dBm, when the 

femtocell is located close to the macrocell edge. It is recommended to implement adaptive control of 

maximum transmit power level at the femtocell and restrict maximum transmit power to 10 dBm, in 

order to achieve a good trade-off between femtocell coverage and adjacent channel deadzone. No 

modification to ACS specification of the UE is required if the femtocell adjacent channel deadzone is 

allowed to be 4 m, and the femtocell maximum transmit power level is not above 10 dBm. 

We have also analysed HSDPA performance under this interference scenario using link-budget type 

calculations and UE specifications. At the minimum supported femtocell - MUE separation of 4 m, it 

was found that the macrocell – MUE separation should not be more than 150 m - 300 m in order to 

decode the HS-PDSCH at the specified rate. Analysis was performed for a fully loaded femtocell 

transmitting at 10 dBm, 15 dBm and 21 dBm. It is well known that a macrocell allocates the highest 

HSDPA data rates only when UEs are located close to the cell site. Thus, it is not apparent that 

femtocell interference will significantly deteriorate HSDPA performance at the MUE. 

15.3.1 Customer (MUE) Impact 

In terms of AMR service, it was found that femtocell downlink interference can block the macrocell 

signal if the MUE is located close to the macrocell edge and the femtocell transmit power is above 10 

dBm. In terms of HSDPA, the performance of the MUE at the macro cell edge is will not be degraded 

further by this level of downlink interference from the femtocell.  

The femtocell can block a non-authorized Macrocell UE (downlink) in its vicinity if it is transmitting 

at a constant high power, particularly if the UE is located near the Macrocell edge (RSSI equal to -103 

dBm, corresponding to a RSCP of -110 dBm at 50% load). The probability of this occurrence is less than 

2% based on network measurements. 

 

15.3.2 Mitigation techniques 

Assuming dedicated spectrum deployment for the macro and femto cellular layers the adjacent 

channel deadzone created by the femtocell can be fixed to a predefined level by performing adaptive 

control of maximum femtocell transmit power. For example, the femtocell should reduce the maximum 

transmit power level when it detects a weak macrocell signal and increase it when it detects a strong 
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macrocell signal. 
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16 Scenario J: Femtocell Uplink Interference to the adjacent channel Macrocell !odeB 

Receiver (J) 

16.1 Description 

This section provides an analysis of femtocell uplink interference to a macrocell NodeB receiver 

operating on the adjacent channel. The FUE is located next to the apartment window, in direct boresight 

of a rooftop macrocell (approx 30m distance). FUE is connected to the femto cell at the edge of its 

range, and is transmitting at full power. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 16-41. 

Macro (F1) 

30m

Femto UE Femto (F2)

Femto edge of coverage

 

Figure 16-41 Scenario J 

This section addresses two issues which will be covered separately. The first part is an analysis based 

on the impact of voice services and Release 99 data service and is covered in section  16.2.1. The second 

part is an analysis based on HSUPA and is covered in section 16.2.2. The impact to the macro nodeB is 

measured by the amount of receiver sensitivity degradation also referred to as noise rise (or relative 

increase in uplink Received Total Wide Band Power (RTWP) experienced by the macro nodeB due to the 

femto UE. The rest of the section is structured as follows: 

The analysis of this scenario for a femto UE 12k2 voice service is presented based on a macro Node 

B configuration which can serve a macro UE at the same position as the femto UE1. The 

analysis shows this scenario is unlikely to occur and the femto UEs impact on the macro Node B 
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is within acceptable limits and no worse than the impact that a macro UE from the same location 

would cause. 

Next, an extended analysis of possible interference caused by a femto UE with high data service to 

the macro uplink is presented. This analysis shows that for noise level caused by a femto UE with 

high data-rate service to the macro UL could not be neglected. 

Finally, mitigation techniques are suggested which would always ensure there is minimal impact to 

macro Node Bs uplink due to femto cells UEs. 

16.2  Analysis 

16.2.1 Analysis of Scenario J.1 -12k2 Voice service 

An analysis of this scenario is presented based on link budget calculations. The analysis looks at the 

noise rise at the macro Node B antenna connector due to the femtocell UE operating on an adjacent  

channel (+/- 5 MHz) in the scenario described.  

A similar macro layer configuration to the one assumed in section 10 is used in this analysis.  Once 

again, since the uplink power from the UE is too high for a macro basestation, a medium range BS, or 

micro-nodeB is specified, which is specified to handle the higher input level.   The Node B1, is specified 

with antenna gain of 2dBi and a reference sensitivity of -111dBm.   The noise floor is derived based on 

the assumption that the sensitivity of the micro Node B for 12k2 voice service at the time is equal to -

111dBm i.e. the 3GPP reference sensitivity level for a 12k2 voice service at the antenna connector 

[TS25.104]. It captures both the loading and noise figure of the micro Node B.  It is calculated as -

94.3dBm. 

Also a similar approach to that used in Scenario D (Section 10) is adopted in this analysis. However, 

in this case the interferer likely to cause the largest noise rise to the femto cell is another femto cell UE 

located very close to the femto cell. Also it is likely that such a UE will be transmitting at the bottom 

end of the UE transmission power range. To estimate the likely femto UE uplink transmission power, 

the interaction between network elements in the scenario is analysed via the following set of link budget 

calculations. 

1. Calculation of femtocell downlink coverage taking into account interference from an adjacent 

macro Node B 30m away. 

2. Calculation of the femto UE transmission power when positioned on the edge of the femto cells 

coverage taking into account interference from another femto cell UE. 
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3. Calculation of the noise rise at the macro Node B due to a femto UE at the edge of its coverage 

16.2.1.1 Femto Cell Down Link Coverage 

As in Scenario D, the femtocell DL coverage has to be taken into account as this will determine the 

UL coverage of the femto UE. As the femtocell is located very close to the micro node B, DL coverage 

will be limited due to interference leakage power from the node B. Based on the assumptions listed below 

and then solving for Lfemto (DL pathloss) in Equation 16-97 , the DL coverage of the femtocell in this 

scenario can be estimated as 89.4dB. Further assumptions are: 

Minimum DPCH_Ec/Ior_dB requirement of -16dB for a 12k2 voice call under static propagation 

conditions and Iown/Iother (i.e Îor/Ioc) of -1dB [TS25.101] 

DL orthogonality of ! =0.9 

Maximum femtocell DL transmit power of 10dBm4 (based on recommendations in [R4-080939]) 

Adjacent channel selectivity of 33dB [TS25.104] , ACS 

Total micro Node B DL Power 38dBm [TS25.104], Pmicro-total 

50% DL loading on both femtocell and micro Node B 

Maximum 10% total DL power allocated to femtocell voice call, Pfemto-call 

Path loss of femto UE to micro Node B of 74.06dB (see Ltot in Table 16-28) 

The Downlink DPCH performance for femtocell operating on adjacent channel to Node B can be 

modelled as the ratio of the received DPCH power to interference taking into account interference from 

the femtocell loading and leakage from the micro Node B as shown in Equation 16-6 given by: 

 

Equation 16-6 

and the DCH EcIo requirement for 12k2 voice call can be derived using Equation 16-7 (see equation 

(2.11) in [Lai02]) by: 
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Equation 16-7 

                                                        

7  All equation parameters in linear units unless suffixed by _dB. 
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The power leakage from adjacent channel Node B is modelled by taking into account the Adjacent 

Channel Selectivity of the UE as shown in Equation 16-8: 

( )[ ]10_3^10 __ dBACSLPP dbfemtomicrodBtotalmicroleakagemicro !!!= !!!  

Equation 16-8 

and by substituting for  Pmicro-leakage and DCH_Ec/Io_voice in  Equation 16-6, the DL pathloss of the 

femtocell operating on an adjacent channel to the Node B can be calculated using Equation 16-9: 
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log10 10_
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Equation 16-9 

where 

femtoL  Path loss from Femto UE to femto 

 Path loss from femto UE to micro node B 

 Micro node B interference at femto UE 

 Power allocated to femto voice call 

voiceIoEcDCH _/_  DCH Performance requirement for 12k2 voice service 

IorEcDPCH /_  DPCH performance requirement for 12k2 voice service 

 Total femto power 

!  Femto DL signal orthogonality factor 

 own to other cell interference ratio 

 

 

16.2.1.2 Femto UE Transmission Power 

Table 16-27shows a calculation of the femto UE transmission power8 in this scenario. 

Table 16-27: Femto UE Tx power 30m from an adjacent channel macro !ode B. 

 Value Units  Comments 

Frequency 2100.0  MHz  

                                                        

8  Note – this is a heavily loaded femtocell as despite the near femto UE , there is already a 50% 
loading on the femtocell 
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0 

Near femto UE path 
loss to femto 38 dB Lfsl 1m Free Space Loss 

     

Bandwidth 3.84 MHz B  

Thermal Noise Density 
-
174.00 

dBm/H
z tnd  

Receiver Noise Figure 8.00 dB NF  

Receiver Noise Density  
-
166.00 

dBm/H
z rnd  = tnd +NF 

Receiver Noise Power 
-
100.16 dBm rnp  =rnd +10*log(B*1e6) 

Loading 50.00 % L  

Noise Rise due to 
Loading 3.01 dB IM  =-10*log(1-L/100) 

     

Near femto UE Tx 
Power -50.00 dBm Pfue  

Minimum transmit power of class IV UE 
[TS25.101] 

Interference at Femto 
Receiver from near 
femto UE -88.00 dBm Pfue_rec  =Pfue – Lfsl 

     

Femto Receiver Noise 
Floor -87.50 dBm trnp =10*log(Linear sum of Pfue_rec & (rnp +IM)) 

Femto UE Service Rate 12.20 Kbps R  

Chip rate 3.84 MHz W  

Femto UE Processing 
Gain 24.98 dB PG  = 10*log(W/R) 

Required EbNo 8.30 dB EbNo 
DCH performance without rx diversity 
[TS25.104]  

Minimum Required 
Signal Level for Femto 
UE 

-
104.18 dB Pfmin = Trnp –PG +EbNo 

Femto UE Path loss to 
femto 89.35 dB DLcov Section 16.2.1.1 

Femto UE Tx Power  -14.83 dBm Pfue = min(21, max ((Pfmin + DLcov), -50) 

 

16.2.1.3 Macro Node B Noise Rise 
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The noise rise caused to the macro by a femto UE transmitting at -14.83dBm was calculated using 

the link budget in Table 16-28 as 0.01dB. Assuming that a macro UE is at the same location as the femto 

UE by the window (path loss of 74.06dB from the macro), Table 10-21 shows that such as macro UE will 

cause a noise rise of 0.07dB. 

In, Figure 16-42 it is shown that it will take 9 femto UEs in locations such as scenario J and 

transmitting at -14.83 dBm to cause a noise rise of 0.07dB to an adjacent channel macro. This further 

highlights the benefits of migrating macro layer traffic onto femto cells as significant macro layer 

capacity is freed up. 

Table 16-28: !oise rise calculation for scenario J.1 (femto UE is transmitting at -

14.83dBm 30m from an adjacent channel macro !ode B). 

 Value Units  Comments 

     

Node B Antenna Gain 2 dBi Gant  

Feeder/Connector Loss 1 dB Lf  

Noise Floor at antenna 
connector -94.32 dBm nf_ant From Table 10-17  

     

Femto UE Tx Power -14.83 dBm Pfue  

UE Antenna Gain 0 dBi Gmant  

Femto UE Tx EIRP -14.83 dBm 
Pfue_eir
p =Pue - Gmant 

Window/Wall Loss 5 dB Lw  

Pathloss to Macro Node B 74.06 dB Ltot 

=30m ITU P.1411 LOS(Node B 
at3m and mobile at 1.5m) 
[ITU1411] +Lw 

Adjacent Channel 
Selectivity 33 dB ACS 

Adjacent Channel selectivity (+/-
5MHz) 

Femto UE Interference @ 
macro antenna connector -120.89 dB Pfue_rec 

 = Pfue_eirp – Ltot + Gant –Lf-
ACS 

Rise above noise floor -26.57 dB R Pfue_rec- nf_ant 

noise rise 0.01 dB NR =10*log( 1+10 0.1*R) 
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Figure 16-42: !oise rise caused by multiple femto UEs 30m to an adjacent channel macro 

!ode B. 

16.2.2 Analysis of Scenario J – HSUPA 

This analysis considers the adjacent-channel scenario, where there is an in-service femto UE on the 

edge of the AP cell which is within the coverage of a macro cell.  The FUE is transmitting at its highest 

power to reach the femto, and is closest to the macrocell.  The interference caused by the FUE to the 

macro uplink is therefore at its greatest level.  See the figure below: 
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Figure 16-43: Scenario J 

16.2.2.1 Power difference of CPICH 

In this analysis  we have assumed that the femto user cannot maintain their communication with the 

femto when Ec/Io <-16dB because of the deterioration of the DL.  We also assume that the DL load of 

both macro and femto is 50%, ignoring the thermal noise, when the femto user is at the edge of femto 

cell, i.e., Ec/Io =-16dB, ACS of macro nodeB takes 45dB, ACLR of UE is 33 dB. We have 

dB1.41)( =!
APMB

RSCPRSCP  

Table 16-29: Power Difference of Femto and Macro CPICH 

 Value Units  

Ec/Io of AP UE 16.00 dB Ec/Io 

DL load for macro 50%  NRMB_DN 

DL load for femto 50%  NRAP_DN 

ACS for macro nodeB 45 dB ACLRMB 

UE’s ACLR 33 dB ACSUE 

power difference of CPICH 41.1 dB RSCP0 

 

16.2.2.2 Macro Node B Noise Rise 
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Working assumption: femto user with 1.5Mbps HSUPA service going on, the typical performance 

value is: the UL load of the femtocell becomes 75%; noise 

coefficient is 12dB; transmit power for femto is 15dBm; so the CPICH power difference is 

 dB, ACLR of UE takes 33dB! ACS of the macro Node B takes 45dB. Table 

16-30 shows a noise rise of 1.3 dB caused by the femto AP UE to the macro Node B). However, it should 

also be noted that if a macro UE were to initiate a 1.5 Mbps HSUPA service on the macro Node B, based 

on the same performance requirements i.e.  and a macro 

Node B noise floor value of -106dBm (see Table 16-30) then the minimum required signal level for the 

macro UE above the macro noise floor will be -107dBm. This will cause a larger noise rise on the macro 

than the interference of   –110.6dBm from a femto AP UE. 

Table 16-30: HSUPA Macro !oise Rise 

 

Valu

e 

Unit

s  

power difference of CPICH 
41.1
0 dB RSCP0 

Demodulation threshold of HSUPA 
service -1 dB Ec/No 

UL traffic load of femto cell 75%  NRAP 

noise coefficient of femto 12 dB NFAP 

Maximum TX power of femto 15 dBm PCPICH!AP 

Maximum TX power of macro 43 dBm PCPICH!MB 

UE’s ACLR 33 dB ACLRUE 

Macro ACS 45 dB ACSMB 

The interference from AP UE to Macro 
Node B -110 dBm RxUE,MB 

hot noise -108 dBm No 

noise coefficient of macro 2 dB NFMB 

Noise floor of macro nodeB -106 dBm 
No+ 
NFMB 

Macro Node B Noise Rise 1.3 dB  
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16.3  Conclusions 

The following conclusions and recommendations are made that will help ensure harmonious 

coexistence of femto cells and adjacent channel macro Node Bs. 

It is desirable to limit the allowed maximum transmission power of a femto UE to avoid a noise rise 

to the macro layer. However, this limit does not have to be as aggressive as in the case of the cochannel 

femto cell deployment presented in Section 10, Scenario D. A global limit across the network could be 

used such that sufficient coverage will always be achieved while at the same time the noise rise caused by 

the femto UE transmitting at such a limit, at any location in the network, will remain within acceptable 

limits. A proposal for such a limit is provided in the next section, 16.3.1. 

16.3.1  Maximum Femto UE allowed transmission Power Proposal 

A recommendation has been made in this analysis to apply a limit on the maximum allowed 

transmission power for UEs being served by femtocells deployed on a carrier adjacent to a macro 

network as a way to ensure there is no resulting impact on such an adjacent channel macro layer. This 

maximum power level would be signalled to the femto UE as part of its normal RRC connection setup 

procedure. Based on the analysis presented in this section a maximum allowed transmit power value of 

between 0dBm and 5dBm is suggested for femto cell UEs operating on an adjacent channel to a macro 

network. This analysis is guided by the need to achieve coverage representative of a typical residence 

while also ensuring no impact is caused to the adjacent channel macro cell.  Table 16-31 below presents a 

link budget for the UL coverage of the femto cell on an adjacent carrier to a macro 3G network for 

Release 99, 12k2 voice service. The analysis looks at coverage requirements ranging from 75dB to 

100dB (which are typical indoor path losses for European homes flats and houses respectively). Similar 

to the link budget in Table 16-27, Table 16-31 also assumes a 50% loading on the femto cell, but, in this 

case an uplink interference of -85dB (3dBs above the interference experienced by the femto cell in Table 

16-27). Table 16-31 shows that under these extreme conditions the required UE power for a 12k2 voice 

call for coverage of 75dB and 100dB as -26.4dBm and -1.4dBm respectively.  

 

Table 16-31: Recommended femto UE maximum allowed transmission power –Release 

99 services 

Value 

 

75dB 

Coverag

100dB 

Coverage Units  Comments 
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Frequency 2100.00 2100.00  MHz  

      

Bandwidth 3.84 3.84 MHz B  

Thermal Noise Density -174.00 -174.00 dBm/Hz tnd  

Receiver Noise Figure 8.00 8.00 dB NF  

Receiver Noise Density  -166.00 -166.00 dBm/Hz rnd  = tnd +NF 

Receiver Noise Power -100.16 -100.16 dBm rnp  =rnd +10*log(B*1e6) 

Loading 50.00 50.00 % L  

Noise Rise due to Loading 3.01 3.01 dB IM  =-10*log(1-L/100) 

      

Interference at Femto Receiver -85.00 -85.00 dBm Pint  

      

Femto Receiver Noise Floor -84.74 -84.74 dBm trnp 
=10*log(Linear sum of 
Pint_rec & (rnp +IM)) 

Femto UE Service Rate 12.20 12.20 Kbps R  

Chip rate 3.84 3.84 MHz W  

Femto UE Processing Gain 24.98 24.98 dB PG  = 10*log(W/R) 

Required EbNo 8.30 8.30 dB EbNo 
DCH performance without 
Rx diversity [TS25.104]  

Minimum Required Signal Level 
for Femto UE -101.42 -101.42 dB Pfmin = Trnp –PG +EbNo 

Femto UE Path loss to femto 75 100 dB DLcov Section 16.2.1.1 

Femto UE Tx Power  -26.42 -1.42 dBm Pfue 
= min(21, max ((Pfmin + 
DLcov), -50) 

 

In addition, Table 16-32 below presents a link budget for the UL coverage of the femto cell on an 

adjacent carrier to a macro 3G network for 2Mbps HSUPA service with a typical EcNo requirement of 

0dB [Hol06] and an assumed femto cell coverage requirement of 100dB. In this case a 70% loading on 

the femto cell is assumed with no additional uplink interference9. Table 16-30 shows that the required UE 

power for a 2Mbps HSUPA service at 100dB from the femto cell is 5.1dBm.  

Table 16-32: Recommended femto UE maximum allowed transmission power – HSUPA 

 Value Units  Comments 

Frequency 2100.00  MHz  

                                                        

9  It is assumed that the Node B will only schedule high data when the loading is within limit. 
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Bandwidth 3.84 MHz B  

Thermal Noise Density -174.00 
dBm/H
z tnd  

Receiver Noise Figure 8.00 dB NF  

Receiver Noise Density  -166.00 
dBm/H
z rnd  = tnd +NF 

Receiver Noise Power -100.16 dBm rnp  =rnd +10*log(B*1e6) 

Loading 70.00 % L  

Noise Rise due to Loading 5.23 dB IM  =-10*log(1-L/100) 

     

     

Femto Receiver Noise Floor -94.93 dBm trnp 
=10*log(Linear sum of 
Pint_rec & (rnp +IM)) 

Required EcNo 0.00 dB EcNo 

Typical EcNo to achieve 
HSUPA rates of ~ 2Mbps 
[Hol06] 

Minimum Required Signal Level 
for Femto UE -94.93 dB Pfmin = Trnp +EcNo 

Femto UE Path loss to femto 100 dB DLcov  

Femto UE Tx Power  5.07 dBm Pfue 
= min(21, max ((Pfmin + 
DLcov), -50) 

 

Based on this analysis it is recommended that a maximum cap of 0dBm to 5dBm be applied to femto 

UEs operating on an adjacent channel to a macro network. This limit should satisfy coverage 

requirements without having a significant impact on adjacent channel macro Node B. 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 

• It is unlikely that a femto UE with 12.2K voice service on will be transmitting at maximum 

power when close to a macro Node B due a relatively small coverage area requirement of the 

femto cell.  

• The extended analysis has shown that a femto UE using a 12.2K voice service in the described 

scenario will be transmitting in a region of -14.83dBm and will cause a noise rise of 

approximately 0.01dB to an adjacent channel macro Node B. Also a macro UE at the location as 

the femto UE will cause a 0.07dB noise, which is equivalent to the noise rise that would be caused 

by 9 femto UEs at this location. 
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The extended analysis for a femto UE with 1.5Mb data service has shown that a femto UE in the 

described scenario (with femto noise floor of 12dB) will cause a noise rise of amounting to approximately 

1.3dB under the adjacent channel case.  However, as we have earlier calculated, a macro UE operating at 

the same position and on the same service (with the same service requirement) causes a larger noise rise 

than the femto AP UE. 
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17 Downlink and Uplink Scenarios Modelling Power Control Techniques for Interference 

Mitigation 

Parts of this section have been previously published in modified form to 3GPP RAN4. 

 

17.1 System Simulation of the Downlink Scenario, with specific focus on HNB transmit power 
setting 

17.1.1 Description 

In this section, we study the performance of calibrated HNB transmit power and compare it to the 

performance of fixed HNB transmit power. Co-channel deployment with closed subscriber group (i.e., 

restricted association) is assumed. We consider both suburban and dense-urban deployment environments. 

We show that a fixed HNB transmit power cannot achieve good performance for all deployment 

scenarios. Hence, calibrated HNB transmit power is preferred. We describe a possible method of 

calibrating the HNB transmit power and show that it performs well in both dense-urban and suburban 

scenarios. A HNB transmit power range from -10dBm to 20dBm is shown to achieve a reasonable 

performance in terms of providing good HNB coverage and acceptable macro coverage hole.  In addition, 

we show the gains from deploying HNBs in terms of HSPA+ DL throughput capacity gains and coverage 

improvements.   

17.1.2 Analysis 

17.1.2.1 Scenario and Simulation Assumptions 

We consider two different deployment models, dense-urban model and suburban model. The dense-

urban model corresponds to densely-populated areas where there are multi-floor apartment buildings with 

smaller size apartment units.  The suburban model is for suburban areas where there are single-storey 

houses with a larger layout and a bigger yard. 

 

Dense-urban Model: 

In the dense-urban model, blocks of apartments are dropped into the three center cells of a macro 

cell layout with ISD of 1 km. Each block is 50mx50m and consists of two buildings (north and south) and 

an east-west street between them as shown in Figure 17-44.  The width of the street is 10 meters. Each 

building has K floors. K is chosen randomly between 2 and 6. In each floor, there are 10 apartment units 

in two rows of five. Each apartment is 10mx10m (i.e., approximately 1076 square feet) and has a one-
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meter-wide balcony. The minimum separation between two adjacent blocks is 10m. The probability that 

a HUE is in the balcony is assumed to be 10%. We drop 2000 apartment units in each cell which 

corresponds to a 6928 households per square kilometer. This represents a dense-urban area. Taking into 

account various factors such as wireless penetration (80%), operator penetration (30%) and HNB 

penetration (20%), we assume a 4.8% HNB penetration which means 96 of the 2000 apartments in each 

cell have a HNB installed from the same operator. Out of these, 24 HNBs are simultaneously active 

(have a HUE in connected mode). If a HNB is active, it will transmit at full power, otherwise it will 

transmit only the pilot and overhead channels. 

MUEs are also dropped randomly into the three center cells of the 57-cell macro layout such that 

30% of the MUEs are indoor. In addition, we enforce a minimum path loss of 38 dB between UEs and 

HNBs (i.e., one-meter separation). In the dense-urban model, we use the 3GPP micro-urban model for 

the outdoor path loss computation [3]. The free-space component for the micro-urban model is given by 

ddBPL microfs 10, log4028)( +=
 

The other propagation models are similar to the ones in [R4-071617]. 

 

10m10m

11m11m
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Figure 17-44: Top  view of the apartment block in the dense-urban model 

 

Suburban Model: 

Houses of size 12mx12m (i.e., 1550 sf) are dropped in the three center cells of a 57-cell macro 

layout with ISD of 1 km. A HNB is dropped randomly inside each house. Corresponding to each HNB, a 

HUE is dropped randomly such that with probability 0.8 the HUE is inside the house and with probability 

0.2 the HUE is outside the house in the yard. The total lot size (including the yard) is assumed to be 

24mx24m. The houses are dropped such that they do not overlap and no HUE is inside a neighbor’s 

house. Macro UEs are then dropped in the three center cells of the macrocell layout such that with 30% 

probability the MUE is inside a house. In addition, we enforce a minimum path loss of 38 dB between 
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UEs and HNBs (i.e., one-meter separation). We drop 99 HNBs per macro cell. Out of these 24 HNBs are 

simultaneously active (have a HUE in connected mode). In the suburban model, we use the 3GPP macro-

urban model for the outdoor path loss computation [4]. The free-space component for the macro-urban 

model is given by 

ddBPL macrofs 10, log6.373.15)( +=
 

The other propagation models are similar to the ones in [R4-071617]. 

The comparison of the micro and macro free space models is shown in Figure 17-45. The CDF of PL 

from the MUE to the closest HNB is shown in Figure 17-46 and Figure 17-47  for the dense-urban and 

suburban models respectively.  
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Figure 17-45: Plot of free space loss as a function of distance for macro and micro urban 

models 
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Figure 17-46: Distribution of path loss from MUEs to nearest H!B for dense-urban model 
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Figure 17-47: Distribution of path loss from MUEs to nearest H!B for suburban model 

 

Note that 12% and 30% of the MUEs are within 80dB of the nearest HNB in the dense-urban and 

suburban models, respectively. 
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17.1.2.2 Idle Cell Reselection Parameters 

We assume co-channel deployment where HUEs and MUEs share the same carrier.  Closed subscriber 

group is assumed throughout. We say a UE is unable to acquire the pilot if the CPICH Ec/No is below 

Tacq. We use Tacq=-20dB for our analysis. For this analysis, the MNBs are assumed to transmit at 50% of 

the full power (i.e., 40dBm).The CPICH Ec/Ior for MNBs and HNBs are set to -10dB (i.e., 33dBm). In 

addition, we take into account idle cell reselection procedure to determine whether a HUE is camped on 

its HNB or on a MNB or whether it is moved to another carrier. A HUE will be moved to another carrier 

if it is not able to acquire the pilots of the HNB and macro on the shared carrier or if the HUE 

(unsuccessfully10) attempts to perform an idle cell reselection to a neighbor HNB.  Similarly, a MUE will 

be moved to another carrier if it is not able to acquire the macro pilot or if it (unsuccessfully) attempts 

to perform an idle cell reselection to a HNB. Table 17-33 summarizes representative idle cell reselection 

parameters used in our analysis.  These parameters are set such that priority is given to HNBs over 

MNBs when a UE is performing idle cell reselection. However, a minimum CPICH Ec/No of -12dB is 

enforced for HNBs so that idle cell reselection to a HNB happens only when the HNB signal quality is 

good. 

 

Table 17-33 Parameters for the idle cel l resel ection procedure 

 

 

 

17.1.2.3 Coverage Analysis for Fixed HNB Transmit Power 

                                                        

10  The idle cell reselection attempt will be unsuccessful due to restricted association. 
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In this section, we obtain coverage statistics for HUEs and MUEs when the HNB transmit power is 

fixed. We consider two different power settings: -10dBm and 10dBm.  Table 17-34 - Table 17-37 

summarize the pilot acquisition and coverage statistics for dense-urban and suburban models, respectively.  

A MUE is moved to another carrier if it cannot set up a call on the shared carrier because either it is 

unable to acquire the macro pilot or it (unsuccessfully) attempts to perform an idle cell reselection to a 

HNB on the shared carrier. 

A HUE is in HNB outage if either it is unable to acquire the HNB pilot or it performs an idle cell 

reselection to macro on the shared or another carrier. A HUE is moved to another carrier if either it is 

unable to acquire the pilots from macro and HNB on the shared carrier or it (unsuccessfully) attempts to 

perform an idle cell reselection to a neighbour HNB on the shared carrier. 

No HNB column corresponds to the case where there are no HNBs deployed in the system. For this 

case, the so-called HUEs which are located inside houses/apartments need to get coverage from 

macrocell. 

Table 17-34: Pilot acquisition statistics for dense-urban model with 24 active H!Bs and 

fixed H!B transmit power 

P=-10dBm P=+10dBm  No HNBs

HUEs unable to acquire HNB pilot 2.3% 0.3% N/A

HUEs unable to acquire HNB or macro pilot 0.2% 0.2% 4.9%

MUEs unable to acquire macro pilot 7.3% 23.0% 2.7%  

 

Table 17-35: Coverage statistics for dense-urban model with 24 active H!Bs and fixed 

H!B transmit power 

P=-10dBm P=+10dBm 

MUEs moved to another carrier 13.3% 45.3%

HUEs in HNB outage 5.7% 1.6%

HUEs switched to macro on shared carrier 4.6% 0.4%

HUEs moved to another carrier 1.1% 1.2%  

 

Table 17-36: Pilot acquisition statistics for suburban model with 24 active H!Bs and fixed 

H!B transmit power 

P=-10dBm P=+10dBm  No HNBs

HUEs unable to acquire HNB pilot 29.1% 6.5% N/A

HUEs unable to acquire HNB or macro pilot 0.0% 0.5% 0.0%

MUEs unable to acquire macro pilot 0.7% 6.7% 0.0%  
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Table 17-37: Coverage statistics for suburban model with 24 active H!Bs and fixed H!B 

transmit power 

  P=-10dBm 

P=+10dB

m  

MUEs moved to another carrier 2.7% 27.3% 

HUEs in H!B outage 45.1% 14.0% 

HUEs switched to macro on shared carrier 44.6% 11.8% 

HUEs moved to another carrier 0.5% 2.2% 

 

Overall, based on Table 17-34 - Table 17-37, we see that while -10dBm fixed transmit power may be 

a good choice in a dense-urban environment due to the small size of the apartments as well as weak 

macro signal inside the apartments, it will result in very poor HNB coverage in a suburban setting due to 

larger house sizes and stronger macro signal. On the other hand, while 10dBm fixed transmit power may 

be a good choice for the suburban environment, it will result in very significant coverage hole for the 

macro in the dense-urban scenario.  This means the HNB transmit power needs to be calibrated based on 

the specific deployment scenarios (e.g., dense-urban and suburban) as well as distance from the macro 

base station.  

 

17.1.2.4 Calibrated HNB Transmit Power Algorithm 

As seen in the previous section one value of HNB transmit power does not work in all scenarios and, 

hence, HNB transmit power needs to be adapted to provide acceptable performance for HUEs and MUEs. 

In this section, we describe the self-calibrated transmit power algorithm for HNBs.  

The transmit power of HNB is determined as follows. Each HNB measures the total signal strength 

(No) from all the other NodeBs (including MNBs and HNBs). It also measures the pilot strength from the 

best MNB. Based on these measurements, the HNB determines its transmit power: 

1. To maintain an Ecp/Io of -18dB for a MUE located 80dB away from HNB (i.e. to 
protect the macro user) 

2. To make sure that HNB is not causing unnecessary interference to others by enforcing an 
SIR cap of -5dB for HUE at 80dB away from HNB 

3. To maintain an Ecp/Io of -18dB for a MUE on the adjacent channel, located 47dB away 
from the HNB (i.e. to protect the adjacent channel macro use) 

In order to apply constraints described above one needs to measure CPICH RSCP and RSSI at the 
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edge of desired HNB coverage. HNB could estimate these quantities by its own measurements of the DL 

channel. Since the HNB location is different than UE location there will be some error in these 

measurements. Figure 17-48 and Figure 17-49 show CPICH RSCP and RSSI measurement difference for 

different locations of HNBs in the macro network and UEs located at 80dB path loss from HNB. It is 

seen from the figures that the signal received at the HNB is weaker compared to the one measured by the 

UE. This is to be expected since the HNB is indoors. Furthermore, there can be as much as 30dB 

difference in the measurement made by HNB compared to the measurement by a UE that is 80dB away 

from the HNB.  
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Figure 17-48: RSCP measurement difference at H!B and at UE located 80dB away 
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Figure 17-49: RSSI measurement difference at H!B and at UE located 80dB away 

If HNB uses its own measurements for calibration of its transmit power this error could results in 

lower or higher transmit power values compared to optimum. As a practical method to prevent worst 

cases errors, we enforce certain upper and lower limits on HNB transmit power.  

In summary HNB picks the minimum of the values obtained from constraints 1 and 2, and ensures 

that the value is in the acceptable range (i.e., between Pmin and Pmax).  

 

17.1.2.5 Coverage Analysis for Calibrated HNB Transmit Power 

In this section we analyze the performance of UEs with calibrated HNB transmit power algorithm 

described in previous sections. Table 17-38 to Table 17-41 show the pilot acquisition and outage 

statistics for dense-urban and suburban models, respectively, with calibrated HNB transmit power. We 

compare two cases: 

i) Calibrated HNB transmit power with Pmin=-10dBm and Pmax=10dBm 

ii) Calibrated HNB transmit power with Pmin=-10dBm and Pmax=20dBm 

iii) Calibrated HNB transmit power with Pmin=0dBm and Pmax=10dBm 

iv) Calibrated HNB transmit power with Pmin=0dBm and Pmax=20dBm 
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Table 17-38: Pilot acquisition statistics for dense-urban model with 24 active H!Bs and 

calibrated H!B transmit power 

 

Pmin=-

10dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=-

10dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

HUEs unable to 

acquire H!B pilot 
2% 2.0% 0.5% 0.5% 

HUEs unable to 

acquire H!B or 

macro pilot 

0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 

MUEs unable to 

acquire macro 

pilot 

7.3% 7.3% 13.0% 13.0% 

 

 

 

 

Table 17-39: Coverage statistics for dense-urban model with 24 active H!Bs and calibrated 

H!B transmit power 

 
Pmin=-10dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=-10dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

MUEs moved to 

another carrier 
14.3% 14.3% 24.0% 24.0% 

HUEs in H!B 

outage 
5.0% 5.0% 2.4% 2.4% 

HUEs switched 

to macro on 

shared carrier 

3.6% 3.6% 1.1% 1.1% 

HUEs moved to 

another carrier 
1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.3% 
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Table 17-40: Pilot acquisition statistics for suburban model with 24 active H!Bs and 

calibrated H!B transmit power 

 

Pmin=-

10dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=-

10dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

HUEs unable to 

acquire H!B pilot 
7.8% 6.2% 7.3% 5.7% 

HUEs unable to 

acquire H!B or 

macro pilot 

0.4% 0.7% 0.3% 0.5% 

MUEs unable to 

acquire macro 

pilot 

2.7% 3.7% 2.7% 4.0% 

 

 

 

 

Table 17-41: Coverage statistics for suburban model with 24 active H!Bs and calibrated 

H!B transmit power 

 
Pmin=-10dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=-10dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=10dBm 

Pmin=0dBm, 

Pmax=20dBm 

MUEs moved to 

another carrier 
14.0% 18.7% 14.3% 19.0% 

HUEs in H!B 

outage 
18.6% 15.7% 16.8% 13.7% 

HUEs switched 

to macro on 

shared carrier 

16.6% 12.6% 14.8% 11.1% 

HUEs moved to 

another carrier 
2.1% 3.1% 2.0% 2.6% 

 

The HNB transmit power CDFs are also shown in Figure 17-50 and Figure 17-51.  
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Figure 17-50: HNB transmit power CDF for dense-urban scenario 
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Figure 17-51: HNB transmit power CDF for suburban scenario 
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It is seen that in the dense-urban model, a significant number of HNBs hit the minimum -10dBm 

transmit power. Limiting minimum HNB power to 0dBm will result in significant coverage hole for the 

macro as demonstrated in Table 17-39. On the other hand, in the suburban model, more than 20% of the 

HNBs have transmit powers above 10dBm. Limiting the maximum HNB transmit power to 10dBm will 

reduce the HNB coverage. Based on these results, Pmin=-10dB and Pmax=20dBm are reasonable values for 

the HNB transmit power range. 

 

17.1.2.6 System Level Simulation Analysis 

To analyze the benefits of HNBs, in this section, we run system level simulations and compare the 

case of deploying HNBs to the case where no HNBs are deployed.  

Through system level simulations we study the performance of HSPA+ DL throughput performance. 

We assume co-channel performance for all HUEs and MUEs. All UEs have one receive antenna. We 

assume that the power transmitted for the overhead channels including CPICH pilot is 25% and the 

transmit power for the pilot is 10%. We assume a Rician channel with Rician factor K=10 and 1.5 Hz 

Doppler frequency. Macrocells are loaded with HNBs, HUEs and MUEs. There are 10 MUEs per cell, and 

96 HNBs out of which 24 are active. Each active HNB has one HUE. We assume a full-buffer traffic 

model and all active cells are transmitting at full power. HNBs which are not active are only transmitting 

the overhead. The maximum number of HARQ transmissions is 4. The maximum modulation is 64 

QAM. A proportional fair scheduler is implemented for the macro users. Only UEs which are not in 

outage on the shared channel (as in the previous section) are included in the simulations. However, those 

users in outage are included in the following CDFs as zero throughput users. In case, the operator has 

another frequency for macro operation, many of the MUEs, now considered in outage, will be switched 

to the other frequency and will not be in outage.   

 

In the following figure, we show the throughput CDFs for two cases. The first case is when HNBs are 

deployed; there are 24 active HNBs, each with one HUE, per macrocell and there are 10 MUEs per 

macrocell. The second case is when there are no HNBs deployed and the 24 UEs (which were previously 

referred to as HUEs) are served by the MNB instead and thus there are a total of 34 (10+24) MUEs. 

Figure 17-52 shows the huge capacity gains achievable from deploying HNBs. This is mainly due to 

switching the load from the MNB to the HNB. Furthermore, HUEs will often be the only UE per cell and 

be served at much higher data rates than the MUEs. HUEs with good geometry will be served the peak 

data rates.  
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Figure 17-52 - All UE Average Throughput, 24 Active HNBs/Cell, 1 Rx Antenna. There are, in 
total, 34 UEs per macrocell, out of which 24 UEs migrate to MNB in the ‘No HNBs’ case. HNB 

deployment increases the system capacity significantly. 

The following figure is the same as Figure 17-52 except with zoom in at the lower range. When 

HNBs are deployed, some of the indoor MUEs become HUEs and get good coverage but some MUEs 

become in outage due to coverage holes from the HNBs. Overall, Figure 17-53 shows that these effects 

cancel each other and HNBs do not introduce overall outage to the system. In the end, about 7% of the 

UEs are in outage on the shared carrier in both cases. Note that: 

• For the ‘No HNB’ case, even if these MUEs are switched to the other carrier, they are still likely 
to be in outage since MNBs on different carriers are collocated.  

• For the HNB case, many of these MUEs will be switched to the other frequency in a two 
frequency deployment and will not be in outage.  

The figure also shows the benefit from deploying HNBs, with no HNBs almost all UEs get a 

throughput less than 400kbps. When HNBs are deployed, more than 70% of the UEs get a throughput 

greater than 400kbps.  

In summary, HNB not only improves the throughput distribution but also the coverage, assuming 

multiple carriers are available. 
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Figure 17-53 All UE Average Throughput, 24 Active HNBs/Cell, 1 Rx Antenna (zoom in of 
Figure 17-53). Although the outage looks similar in both cases, for the HNB case, most of the 

users in outage can be switched to other available frequency.  

 

Through system level simulations, we also studied the voice performance of UMTS Release 99. Since 

users whose CPICH Ec/No is below -20 dB are classified as in outage (as explained in Section 3) and are 

not included in these simulations, we observe minimal fraction of users (less than 1%) not being able to 

sustain an AMR 12.2 voice call. 

 

17.1.2.7 System Data Capacity Calculation 

In this section we use the CDFs calculated in the previous section (Figure 17-52) to calculate the total 

available air interface data capacity of the combined femto/macro network and compare it with the 

macro-only case. 
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Figure 17-54 – throughput and expected throughput PDFs corresponding to the CDF of 

Figure 17-52 

The total available air interface data capacity is the sum over all throughputs of the throughput 

multiplied by the probability of having that throughput.  Therefore if we take the PDF (P(R)) underlying 

the CDF of Figure 17-52 and multiply it by R to give R*P(R), then sum over all R we get the total 

available air interface capacity of the network.  The results are shown in Table 17-42 

 

 

 

 

Table 17-42 – air interface capacity with and without femto 

 Capacity/Mbps 

 Femto + macro Macro-only 

Expected available throughput per UE (calculated from Figure 17-54) 7.87 0.08 

Number of UEs per cell 34 34 

Expected available throughput per macro cell (= network capacity) 267.7 2.6 
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17.1.3 Conclusions 

In this section, we have studied HNB and macro downlink performance in a co-channel deployment 

where HUEs and MUEs share the same carrier. We have shown that a single value of HNB transmit 

power does not work in all scenarios and, hence, HNB transmit power needs to be calibrated properly 

according to the deployment scenario as well as the signal strength of macro and other HNBs to maintain 

a reasonable coverage for the HNB and an acceptable coverage for the macro. We have proposed a 

model to test the calibration of HNB DL transmit power at different locations in the macrocell. 

We described a method to calibrate HNB transmit power based on RSSI and macro RSCP 

measurement. Our analysis shows that the calibrated HNB transmit power works well in all scenarios. In 

addition, we have shown that a HNB transmit power range from -10dBm to 20dBm gives good 

performance in terms providing good HNB coverage and limiting the macro coverage hole.  

The results in Table 17-41 for dense-urban deployment show that a 10dBm maximum transmit power 

gives, within 1%, the same coverage as a 20dBm maximum transmit power.  For suburban deployment, 

the higher power class increases coverage, owing to the increased range requirement of this application. 

Regarding the minimum value, given that 0dBm is the lowest power that can be signalled to the UE, a 

minimum power of -10dBm can still be used if the HNB compensates for the difference between the 

signalled CPICH transmit power and the actual CPICH transmit power.   

In addition, we have shown that deployment of HNBs results in significant performance gains in 

terms of improved coverage as well as increased throughput.   We have calculated the increase of the air-

interface capacity of the simulated system to be, in this scenario, over one hundred-fold. 
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17.2 System Level Simulation of the Uplink Scenario (idealised network configuration) 

17.2.1 Description 

In this section, we study the HNB and macro uplink throughput performance in a co-channel 

deployment where HUEs and MUEs share the same carrier. We first show that depending on the 

particular scenario, we need to add different amounts of attenuation at the HNB to achieve good HUE 

uplink performance and minimize the impact on the macro uplink. This argues for adaptive attenuation 

at the HNB. We then show uplink simulation results under a dense-urban scenario to compare the HNB 

and macro uplink performance with fixed and adaptive uplink attenuation. In addition, we demonstrate 

the benefits of deploying HNBs in terms of improvements in the overall uplink throughput.  

17.2.2 Analysis 

17.2.2.1 Adaptive UL Attenuation at HNB 

Since the minimum coupling loss between a UE and HNB can be as low as 30dB to the HNB, the UE 

can cause a very high noise rise level at the HNB if no mitigation is applied. This high level of noise rise 

is not desired since it can cause unstable system operation. For example, if a MUE with bursty UL traffic 

is in the vicinity of HNB, it can create large variations in the UL SIR of HUEs connected to same HNB. 

One solution for this would be to use a large noise figure value (or attenuation) at the HNB.  However as 

a result of high noise figure, HUE transmit power values will increase even when there is no interfering 

MUEs and this will result in unnecessary UL interference to macrocells. This is particularly important if 

the HNB happens to be close to macrocell. Thus instead of simply increasing noise figure to a constant 

level, it is more desirable to adjust HNB UL attenuation adaptively only when needed. 

Furthermore, significant UL interference issues can arise when there are HNBs in neighboring 

apartments with closed-subscriber group (i.e., restricted association). For example, consider the scenario 

shown in Figure 17-55 where HUE2 has a small path loss to HNB1.  Since HUE2 is associated with 

HNB2, it will cause significant noise rise at HNB1. A fixed attenuation at the HNBs will not solve the UL 

interference problem in this case. Instead, both HUEs end up transmitting at higher levels. To solve the 

UL interference problem in this case, we need to increase the UL attenuation only at HNB1. Again 

instead of simply increasing noise figure to a constant level, it is desirable to adjust HNB UL attenuation 

adaptively only when needed. 

The attenuation at the HNB can be adapted based on the intra-cell and inter-cell signal strength 
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measured at the HNB. For example, if the out of cell interference is too high, attenuation can be added at 

the HNB to make the interference comparable to the thermal noise level. This will allow for the HUE to 

be power controlled up to overcome the interference.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17-55: Two neighboring HNBs 

 

17.2.2.2 Scenario and Simulation Assumptions 

In the dense-urban model, blocks of apartments are dropped into the three center cells of a macro 

cell layout with ISD of 1 km. We drop 2000 apartment units in each macro cell which corresponds to a 

6928 households per square kilometer. This represents a dense-urban area. Taking into account various 

factors such as wireless penetration (80%), operator penetration (30%) and HNB penetration (20%), we 

assume a 4.8% HNB penetration which means 96 of the 2000 apartments in each cell have a HNB 

installed from the same operator. Out of these, 24 HNBs are simultaneously active (have a HUE in 

connected mode). If a HNB is active, it will transmit at full power, otherwise it will transmit only the 

pilot and overhead channels. The probability that a HUE is in the balcony is assumed to be 10%.   

MUEs are also dropped randomly into the three center cells of the 57-cell macro layout such that 

30% of the MUEs are indoor. In addition, we enforce a minimum path loss of 38 dB between UEs and 

HNBs (i.e., one-meter separation). 

We assume a Rician channel with K factor of 10 dB and 1.5 Hz Doppler fading. The MUEs and 

HUEs are assumed to transmit full-buffer traffic using 2ms TTI HSUPA. The maximum number of 

transmissions is set to 4. Power control is enabled for both MUEs and HUEs. The maximum transmit 

power for the UEs is set to 24dBm and the minimum transmit power is set to -50dBm. 
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Single-frequency co-channel deployment is considered. For the uplink simulations, we only keep 

those UEs that are not in outage on the downlink. 

A NF of 5dB and Noise Rise Threshold (NRT) of 5dB are assumed for MNBs. For HNBs, three cases 

are considered: 

a) Baseline 1: HNB NF=5dB and HNB NRT=5dB  

b) Baseline 2: HNB NF=20dB and HNB NRT=10dB 

c) Enhanced: Adaptive attenuation at HNB (max attenuation=40dB) and HNB NRT=6dB 

 

In Baseline 1, the NF setting at HNB is similar to MNB. In Baseline 2, a fixed NF of 20dB is assumed 

at the HNB. This is similar to the 19dB NF used in local area base station class specified in TS25.104. 

The Enhanced case uses adaptive attenuation (or noise figure) which means additional attenuation is 

added only when needed depending on out-of-cell and in-cell signal strength. 

  

17.2.2.3 System Simulation Results 

We run uplink simulations for the scenario described in the previous section.  Figure 17-56 and Figure 

17-57show the HUE and MUE uplink throughput CDFs for Baseline 1, Baseline 2 and Enhanced cases. 

The HUE and MUE transmit power distributions are shown in Figure 17-58 and Figure 17-59. 

It is seen from Figure 17-56 that the HUE Baseline 1 uplink throughput performance is very poor 

due to intra-HNB, inter-HNB and Macro-to-HNB interference. Adding 15dB fixed attenuation at HNBs 

(i.e., Baseline 2) improves the HUE performance significantly but there are still some HUEs that have 

poor uplink throughput. This is because 15dB fixed attenuation does not solve inter-HNB interference 

problem as discussed in Section 2. In addition, in some cases, more than 15dB attenuation is needed to 

overcome Macro-to-HNB interference. With fixed uplink attenuation (i.e., Baseline 2), the HUE 

transmit powers are higher compared to adaptive attenuation. As seen in Figure 17-56, adaptive UL 

attenuation completely eliminates HUE throughput outage and achieves good throughput performance. 

It is also seen from Figure 17-57 that the MUE uplink performance is not impacted by adding 

attenuation at HNBs.  It should be noted that the UEs that are in DL outage are not included in the 

uplink simulations (see Section 17.1 for more details).  
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Figure 17-56: HUE uplink throughput distribution 
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Figure 17-57: MUE uplink throughput distribution 
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Figure 17-58: HUE transmit power distribution 
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Figure 17-59: transmit power distribution 
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Figure 17-60 shows the throughput CDFs for two cases. The first case is when HNBs are deployed; 

there are 24 active HNBs, each with one HUE, per macrocell and there are 10 MUEs per macrocell. The 

second case, is when there are no HNBs deployed and the 24 UEs (which were previously referred to as 

HUEs) are served by the MNB instead and thus there are a total of 34 (10+24) MUEs. When there are 

HNBs, adaptive attenuation is used at the HNBs.  The UEs that are in outage are included in these CDFs 

and are assigned zero throughput. As seen in the figure, deploying HNBs results in a significant 

improvement in the overall system throughput. Firstly, the UEs that use HNBs achieve much higher 

uplink throughputs compared to before. Secondly, the uplink throughputs of the MUEs also improve 

since some of the users are offloaded to HNBs.   
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Figure 17-60: UE uplink throughput distributions. There are, in total, 34 UEs per 

macrocell, out of which 24 UEs migrate to M!B in the ‘!o H!Bs’ case. H!B deployment 

increases the system capacity significantly. 
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17.2.3 Conclusions 

In this section, we have studied HNB-macro interactions on the uplink for a co-channel deployment. 

We have shown that adaptive attenuation is needed at the HNBs to mitigate intra-HNB, inter-HNB and 

Macro-HNB interference. We have demonstrated through simulations that adaptive attenuation at the 

HNBs gives very good uplink performance for HUEs without any noticeable impact on the MUE uplink.  

In addition, we have demonstrated that deploying HNBs results in significant improvements in the 

uplink system capacity.  

17.3 System Level Simulation of the Uplink Scenario (real network configuration) 

17.3.1 Description 

Network simulation results are presented showing the noise rise in a macro network with femto cells 

deployed on the same frequency channel. The simulated area is an area in suburban Swindon known as 

Abbey Meads (shown in Figure 17-61).  

In the Abbey Meads scenario, the macro layer consists of 12 cell sectors distributed over 4 sites (the 

sectors from the 3 sites are marked in green on the figure; the 4th site is located outside the image to the 

southeast of the area). A number of femto cells (depicted as red squares) were positioned at various 

distances from the Node Bs in areas where residential buildings exist. A “background” level of outdoor 

Macro UEs was also deployed to create a realistic network situation (not shown on the figure). One 

hundred femto cells were randomly disturbed within the network in buildings with 75 indoor UEs and 75 

outdoor UEs. 15% of the UEs across the network were using R.99 data services (128K/64K) while the 

rest were using 12k2 voice.  

17.3.2 Analysis 

Figure 17-62 shows the noise rise at the macro Node Bs as more of the indoor UEs are migrated onto 

the femto layer. Figure 17-62 demonstrates the net effect of the impact of femto UEs, given a fixed 

subscriber base for a particular network, there will be a reduction in noise rise on the macro network from 

those indoor users that are now being served by femto cells. However, as the femto UE transmission 

powers tend to be significantly lower, there will be a net drop in the noise rise at the macro network. 

Figure 17-62 shows Node B sector 8 indicating a different trend, Node B sector 8 experiences a noise rise 

of 0.5dB when all the indoor UE are served by femto cell and a noise rise approximately 0.4dbs when all 

the UEs are being served by the macro. This is due to the fact that prior to the introduction of the femto 

cells, there was an outage across the network of approximately 10% which included outdoor UEs as some 

of the macro Node Bs had run out of downlink power and/or reached their uplink loading limit but with 
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the introduction of the femto cells downlink power has been freed up and there is no outage in the 

network. Now, UEs in the vicinity of Node B sector 8 that had previously been in outage are now in 

service and hence the additional uplink noise rise. It should also be noted that Figure 17-62 is showing a 

trend in noise rise reduction despite the initial unequal uplink loading across the network due to the 

random placement of traffic for the simulation run. 

It should also be noted that the femto UE maximum allowed power capping approach suggested in 

section 10.3 has been applied to this simulation and despite capping the maximum transit powers of the 

femto UEs, the femto UE were still found to be transmitting below this capped power levels which is 

largely due to the smaller coverage area requirement of the femto cell. 

 

Figure 17-61: Femto deployment scenario in Abbey Meads. !ode B sectors are in green 

and buildings with femto cells are in red. The area is about 2km x 2km in size 
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Figure 17-62: Abbey Meads macro !ode B noise rise with 150 UEs across the network (75 

indoor and 75 outdoor) at various levels of indoor traffic split between macro and femto 

network. E.g 67% indoor UEs on macro layer implies 33% indoor UEs are on femto layer. 

17.3.3 Conclusions 

Uplink noise rise is a key network quality factor that must be managed when femto is deployed.  

One way of managing the noise is to provide adaptive attenuation (or AGC) within the femto 

receiver.  This allows the femto to accommodate transient high input levels from nearby UEs, without 

requiring them to transmit at persistently higher power when there are no UEs nearby. 

The macro noise rise is significantly reduced owing to femtos serving nearby UEs at lower uplink 

power than they would require transmitting to the macro cell.  This effect is partially offset by UEs 

transmitting to femtos from outdoors, but the net benefit can be up to 2dB. 

The system simulations presented in this chapter have reinforced the lessons of the previous 

chapters.  In particular, they have shown that 

Downlink femto power is important to tune – too much and the macro network suffers enlarged 

deadzones.  Too little and the femtocells are too small to have any benefit. 
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The value to which the downlink power must be set depends on the environment – low values around 

0dBm appear to work best in dense deployments – high values up to 20dBm work best in less dense, 

suburban situations. 

By observing  the downlink radio environment around it, the femtocell can work out what kind of 

deployment it is in, and therefore set its transmit power accordingly, even with the errors and 

inaccuracies inherent in the femto-based measurements. 

Given a reasonable distribution of indoor and outdoor users, the link budget indoors with femto is so 

good in comparison with the corresponding macro link budget that the total air interface capacity can be 

a hundred times greater with femto than without it. 
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18 Detailed Summary of Findings 

 

Scenario  Key Conclusions  Level of Impact  

A Macrocell 
Downlink 
Interference to 
the Femtocell 
UE Receiver 

When a strong macro signal is present 
(typically above -50dBm for a microcell), 
customers already obtain excellent service 
and adding a co-channel femtocell offers 
little additional coverage gain. Due to the 
proximity of a macrocell antenna, the 
femtocell coverage can be limited to 
between 4 and 10 meters (or "few rooms") 
even for a 21dBm power class femto.  

It has been concluded that the level at 
which downlink interference from a 
macrocell would affect the femtocell is a 
rare event (less than 0.01%). 

 

Low, but a way of identifying customer 
who are unlikely to benefit from femto 
because of already high macro coverage 
would be desirable. 

In the case that macro is dominant the 
consequence for the customer is that they 
will be provided service by the macro 
carrier – so the impact of this scenario is 
mainly on zonal based propositions.  

 

B Macrocell 
Uplink 
Interference to 
the Femtocell 
Receiver 

The receiver dynamic range tests required 
by 3GPP specifications ensure that uplink 
interference from a co-channel UE does 
not impair the femtocell capability of 
receiving a UE with a specified BER. 
However, current specifications for a Local 
Area BS limit the distance of the 
interfering UE to tens of meters. This 
corresponds to 27m from the femtocell 
purely following the Local Area Base 
station specification. In order to ensure the 
Macrocell UE is allowed to operate closer 
to the femtocell, the extended dynamic 
range test should be developed in 3GPP.  

Femtocells that are developed purely in 
line with the local area base station 
specification will have significant blocking 
issues. 

Femtocells can be built to mitigate this 
condition by following a new dynamic 
range set of tests for the HNB.  

A proposal was submitted for values that 
would achieve a reduced blocking level of 
2m for a Macro Mobile at full power 
(typically less than 0.1%) to RAN WG4, 
which has since been accepted. 

Consequence is that within 2m there is a 
probability of less than 0.1% that the 
femtocell will be blocked. 

C Femtocell 
Downlink 
Interference to 
the Macrocell 
UE Receiver 

Adaptive Transmit Power Control should 
be implemented within a femtocell to 
balance the femtocell power to the 
Macrocell coverage. 

Femtocells will have an impact on shared 
Macro carriers at the cell edge.  With no 
traffic carried on the femto then this 
reduction in capacity can be up to 9%*, and 
for a fully loaded femtocell network this 

For operators without a dedicated carrier 
on which to deploy femto, then adaptive 
CPICH power control is essential for the 
success of the network 
 
Even though the intrinsic coverage of the 
macro network is reduced by the 
deployment of femto, other studies have 
shown (example: section 17.1) that the 
total capacity of the network (macro + 
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Scenario  Key Conclusions  Level of Impact  

capacity reduction can be up to 16%*. 

For a deployment on an adjacent carrier 
this impact is 2% capacity reduction on the 
Macro carrier. 

*Note: This is based upon a high density 
deployment 1 in 3 homes have a femtocell, 
and each femtocell is at full adapted 
capacity/power. 

• Consequence is that whilst the shared 
Macrocell carrier capacity will be 
reduced the overall available carrier 
capacity may be increased 100 fold. 

• Consequence is when the macro mobile 
falls within the deadzone then the 
device will reselect to another carrier 
should it be available. 

femto) may increase a hundredfold. 

D Femtocell 
Uplink 
Interference to 
the Macrocell 
NodeB Receiver 

Due to the proximity of the femto cell to 
the macro NodeB in this scenario, the 
femto cell downlink coverage will also be 
severely limited and as a result it is highly 
unlikely (<0.1%) that a femto UE 
operating under normal circumstances will 
be transmitting at such a power that causes 
a significant impact to the co channel 
macro NodeB power.  

The uplink noise rise experienced by the 
macro NodeB from the co channel femto 
UE is likely to be less than the noise rise 
experienced by the macro Nodes Bs own 
UE transmitting from the same location. 
This is still the case when a margin to 
account for uncontrolled interference to 
the femto cell is included in the analysis. 

Consequence is negligible since this 
scenario is downlink dominated. Therefore 
UL noise issues to the macrocell are 
unlikely to occur.  

E Femtocell 
Downlink 
Interference to 
Nearby 
Femtocell UE 
Receivers 

Owing to the cross-wall penetration loss 
experienced by the visiting mobile and to 
the fact that a femto power needs to be 
controlled to mitigate interference, the 
received signal level is very weak resulting 
in significant performance degradation to 
visiting mobile DL. 

Without mitigation this could conceivably 
result in dead zones for extreme cases. Key 
conclusion is that the femto coverage 
should aim to be restricted to a single 
apartment only.  

Adaptive power control can be one method 
to help this. Visiting UEs would then see 
the Macro layer as the best cell they have 
access to and the interference scenario 

If the femto coverage is controlled 
through mechanisms such as adaptive 
power control, then this scenario will 
generally result in the visiting UE being 
handled by a Macro layer. 

These impacts exist when a UE femtocell 
experience interference levels of the order 
to -50dBm. 

Consequence is that there is a risk that for 
adjacent apartment deployments there is a 
risk that coverage may not be assured 
from the femtocell under all 
circumstances.  
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Scenario  Key Conclusions  Level of Impact  

becomes identical to A. 

F Femtocell 
Uplink 
Interference to 
Nearby 
Femtocell 
Receivers 

In this scenario, it is shown that uplink co-
channel interference from a UE attached to 
an aggressor femtocell located near to the 
wanted femtocell could reduce range if no 
power management is employed. The 
closer the aggressor UE is to the wanted 
femtocell, and the higher it’s power output, 
the greater the range reduction.  

This effect can be mitigated through the 
use of a power cap, either fixed or dynamic, 
would reduce significantly any occurrences 
– aggressor UE should be optimised to only 
have coverage within it’s own 
environment, otherwise it would be served 
by a macrocell. 

If the femtocell had a gain reduction 
process it could have a mitigating effect on 
this co-channel interference scenario.  

In typical cases, both wanted and aggressor 
femtocells should have dynamically 
optimised coverage to their respective 
UE, hence this co-channel scenario is 
unlikely to occur.  

If this femtocell power optimization is 
not done the co-channel interference can 
indeed occur, and range reduction is the 
consequence. This range reduction can be 
mitigated to an extent by the normal 
dynamic power control of the wanted UE  

Consequence is that this is manageable as 
long as minimum performance 
requirements for adaptive power control 
are agreed. 

G Macrocell 
Downlink 
Interference to 
the adjacent 
channel 
Femtocell UE 
Receiver 

It is clear that the scenario outlined is 
extreme in that the femto UE sees extreme 
adjacent channel interference direct from 
the boresight of a nearby macro and while 
located in a window far away from it’s 
serving cell.  

This analysis was so extreme as to be very 
unlikely to occur.  

Consequence is that there is no impact for 
desired cell ranges below 34m.  

H Macrocell 
Uplink 
Interference to 
the adjacent 
channel 
Femtocell 
Receiver 

In terms of AMR voice, the minimum 
Femtocell – MUE separation that can be 
supported is 4.2m with existing Local area 
BS specification. Additional robustness to 
uplink interference can be provided with a 
gain reduction of 10dB; this will reduce the 
minimum Femtocell – MUE separation to 
1.8m.  

Macrocell UE could block the Femtocell 
(uplink) if it is located within 4m of the 
Femtocell and transmitting at full power 
(21dBm). By allowing the proposed 
specification change robustness to strong 
blocking signal can be provided and the 
Femtocell - Macrocell UE separation can 
be reduced to 1m – 2m.  

Consequence is that there is a possibility 
that when a non-allowed handset is within 
1.8m of the femtocell that femtocell will 
become blocked (typically < 3% based 
upon network average UE measurements). 

Additional mitigation can be achieved by 
handing over the UE to another carrier if 
available. 
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Scenario  Key Conclusions  Level of Impact  

I Femtocell 
Downlink 
Interference to 
the adjacent 
channel 
Macrocell UE 
Receiver 

Adaptive control of Femtocell maximum 
transmit power is required in order to 
provide a good trade-off between own-cell 
coverage and dead zone size. The general 
principle is that Femtocell should adjust the 
maximum transmit power according to 
local RF environment in order to maintain 
a target Femtocell dominance or Macrocell 
deadzone area.  

For example, a Femtocell transmit power 
of 10dBm may result in a deadzone of 
around 4 m in a weak Macro coverage.  

Femtocell can block a non-authorised 
Macrocell UE (downlink) in its vicinity if 
it is transmitting at a constant high power, 
particularly if the UE is located near the 
Macrocell edge (-103dBm RSSI – 
corresponds to an RSCP of -110dBm for 
50% load) that suggest the probability of 
this occurring is less than 2%. 

Consequence that some subscribers within 
4m of a 10dBm femto to which they are 
not allowed access may be blocked, if they 
cannot handover to any other carrier. 

J Femtocell 
Uplink 
Interference to 
the adjacent 
channel 
Macrocell 
NodeB Receiver 

The femto cell is able to provide good 
coverage when deployed on adjacent 
channel to a macro Node and in such close 
proximity to the macro Node B. Even 
when the UE is transmitting at the edge of 
coverage of the femto cell it is unlikely to 
be transmitting at such a high power that 
causes a significant impact to the adjacent 
channel macro Node B.  

The uplink noise rise experienced by the 
macro nodeB from the adjacent channel 
femto UE is likely to be significantly less 
than the noise rise experienced by the 
macro Nodes Bs own UE transmitting 
from the same location. 

Consequence is negligible impact to the 
adjacent channel macro.  

Section 17 
System 
Simulations 

Uplink and downlink simulations show that 
femto deployments alongside macro can 
create very high capacity networks, with 
minimal deadzone impact and acceptable 
noise rise 

The conclusions depend on the operation 
of important techniques, such as adaptive 
CPICH power setting, adaptive 
attenuation (AGC) in the femto receiver 
and UE transmit power capping.  With 
these techniques in play, the impact on 
the performance of the networks is total 
available data capacity gain of two orders 
of magnitude for the simulated conditions. 
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19 Overall Conclusions 

By examining a series of scenarios, building on the work of 3GPP RAN4, we have reached and 

confirmed the following conclusions. 

• Power management of the UE is important to manage the noise rise in the macro network 

o In normal operation, the noise rise contribution from the UE is small (a decibel or 

less) 

o Power capping of the UE when operating in the femto environment ensures that, 

even in difficult radio conditions, the UE hands-off to the macro network before its 

transmit power increases to the point where macro noise rise is a problem. 

o Dynamic receiver gain management in the femto (AGC or adaptive attenuation) 

ensures that femtos can offer good service to both near and far UEs without 

unnecessarily increasing the UE transmit power, therefore keeping the noise rise 

contribution to a minimum 

o An increase in the dynamic range specifications is required to accommodate femto 

operation in both near and far cases. 

• Downlink power management is equally key in managing the tradeoff between service range (in 

the closed user group cases) and deadzone 

o By measuring its environment, the femto can set its transmit power appropriately for 

both dense urban and suburban deployment, even in shared carrier situations 

o To cover suburban and other low density deployments, a high power class of femto 

(100mW or even greater) is desirable 

o Given a reasonable distribution of indoor and outdoor users, the link budget indoors 

with femto is so good in comparison with the corresponding macro link budget that 

the total air interface capacity can be a hundred times greater with femto than without 

it. 

• With these power management techniques in place, femto operation in the co-channel 

deployment with macro is possible.  A second carrier is preferred, to give macro users service even 

within the deadzones of the femtocells. 

 

Some of these factors (adaptive attenuation, power capping, downlink power management) are 

becoming widely available in the industry.  Others (increased receiver dynamic range) are already 
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approved in standards.  All of them will deliver the performance and capacity gains required for next  

generation cellular networks. 
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22 Simulation Parameters and Path Loss Models 

This section provides a set of recommended values and path loss models for the interference studies. 

22.1 Simulation parameters 

Table 22-43 lists the simulation parameter values that were used in this paper unless otherwise stated 

in the text. . 

Table 22-43: Recommended simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

External Wall Loss 20dB  

Window Loss 5dB 

Maximum Macro Node B Tx Power 43dBm 

Maximum Micro Node B Tx Power 38dBm 

Macro Node B Antenna Gain 17dBi 

Macro Node B Feeder/Cable Losses 3dB 

Micro Node B Antenna Gain 2dBi 

Micro Antenna Feeder Loss 1dB 

Node B sensitivity Based on reference sensitivity in 3GPP Spec [TS25.104]. 

Femto Cell Sensitivity 
3GPP reference sensitivity for Local Area Node B as well as 

5dB above 3GPP Local Area Node B sensitivity [TS25.104] 

Macrocell cell-edge (P-CPICH) > -103dBm RSCP and >-20dB Ec/No  

Femto Cell Noise Figure 8dB (and 12dB) 

Macro Node B Loading 50% 

Femto Loading  50% 

Downlink/Uplink Channel 

performance (i.e EbNo’s & EcNo’s for 

various services) 

Minimum performance requirements based on 3GPP specs 

[TS25.101], [TS25.104]. “Macro nodeB should be in the range 

-76 -> -103dBm for the DPCH.” 

UE transmission power range 0dB to +21dBm, based on 3GPP spec [TS25.104] 

Femto Cell Maximum DL powers 10dBm, 15dBm & 21dBm power classes are analysed 

Indoor to Indoor Pathloss Modelling ITU P.1238 [ITU1238] 

Indoor to outdoor pathloss modelling ITU P.14110 + Wall/Window loss [ITU1411] 

Outdoor to outdoor pathloss modelling • Cost231 Hata [COST231] for edge of macro cell cases 
• ITU P.1411 [ITU1411] for near Node B cases 
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Outdoor to indoor pathloss modelling 

• Cost231 Hata [COST231] for edge of macro cell cases + 
Wall/Window loss 

• ITU P.1411 [ITU1411] for near Node B cases+ 
Wall/Window loss 

Maximum DL deadzone created by 

femto for UEs not on femto control 

list 

60dB 

 

22.2 Path Loss Models 

Several path loss models are used within the study to calculate the signal attenuation as it propagates 

within different environments. These have been chosen from the range of models in the public domain 

that are widely accepted within the industry. They are therefore not ‘tuned’ to a specific environment or 

set of measurements. The models should, however, be indicative of the realistic range of path loss values 

that are likely to be encountered in a realistic deployment. The path loss models are described in this 

section. 

22.2.1 COST231-Okumura-Hata  

This model is derived from the original Okumura model [Oku68] and was extended by COST231 to 

cover the UMTS frequency range. Although the Okumura-Hata (OH) model is a fully empirical model, 

entirely derived from the best fit of measurement data without real physical basis, the model remains 

widely used and is well-accepted by the mobile cellular community. It is the most widely implemented 

model and is available as the main model in most radio planning tools.  

The expression of COST231-OH for built-up areas is as follows: 
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Equation 22-11 

The clutter correction factor is given by: 
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Where the parameters in the above expressions are as follows: 

[km] station base from distance  :

[m] ground aboveheight  station mobile  :

[m] level ground aboveheight  station base   :  

[MHz] frequency    :

   d

h

h

  f

M

b

. 

In order for the result of the COST231-OH model to be valid, the parameters must fall within the 

following range of values: 

 

The expressions above refer to the extended model that covers the frequency range up to 2GHz and 

for this study it is assumed that they remain valid at the downlink UMTS frequencies (~2.1GHz). In 

addition, the COST231 extension to the model does not attempt to correct the model expression for the 

rural clutter category so it is assumed that this also remains valid at the DL frequencies of UMTS. 

22.2.2 ITU P.1411 

This model was designed for the planning of short range outdoor systems, with ranges not exceeding 

5km and a recommended maximum range of 1km. Although not explicitly stated in the ITU document, 

this model is valid for base station heights at or below average rooftop level. The P1411 Line-Of-Sight 

(LOS) street canyon method is recommended which applies to situations where the two terminals are in 

LOS but are surrounded by buildings.  

The LOS-street canyon model provides an upper and a lower bound for the path loss using the 

following expressions: 
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Equation 22-12 

for the lower bound, and 
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Equation 22-13 

for the upper bound, where the breakpoint distance is given by  and the basic transmission 

loss at the breakpoint distance is given by: 

 

Equation 22-14 

The breakpoint distance is the distance, which has been observed by measurement, beyond which the 

rate of change in path loss increases. The path loss is modelled by a dual slope function resulting in the 

two formulas in the above equations. 

The other parameters in the above expressions are: 

! , the wavelength (m) 

hb and hM, the base station and the mobile unit’s height above street level respectively. 

d, the distance from base station (m) 

22.2.3 ITU-R P.1238 

This model predicts path loss between two indoor terminals assuming an aggregate loss through 

furniture, internal walls and doors represented by a power loss exponent N that depends on the type of 

building (residential, office, commercial, etc.) Unlike other site-specific models, such as Keenan and 

Motley[Kee90], this method does not require the knowledge of the number of walls between the two 

terminals. ITU-R p1238 therefore offers a more simple implementation. 

The expression for the path loss is given by: 

 

Equation 22-15 
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where: 

1)  (n  terminalportable and station base between floors ofnumber    :   n

(dB)factor  loss npenetratiofloor    :L

1m)d (where  terminalportable and station base  thebetween (m) distance separation distance  :

(MHz)frequency    :   

tcoefficien losspower  distance   :

f

!

>   d

f

  N

 

In the frequency range 1.8-2GHz, ITU-R P.1238 suggests using the following power loss coefficients 

N: 

 

Residential:  28 

Office:  30 

Commercial: 22 

 

and the following values for the floor penetration loss factor Lf: 

Residential: 4n 

Office:  15 + 4(n – 1) 

Commercial:  6 + 3(n – 1) 

 

22.2.4 System Simulation (Section 17) Path Loss Models 

In sections 17.1 and 17.2, the following simplified path loss models were used 

The free-space component for the micro-urban model is given by 

ddBPL microfs 10, log4028)( +=
 

Where d is the distance in m. 

Other models used in this section are similar to those in [R4-071617]. 

 

22.2.5 Comparison of Path Loss Models 
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Figure 22-63 plots the path loss resulting from the outdoor models, i.e. COST231 Hata and ITU-R 

P.1411, for comparison. The path loss is plotted against frequency for the case of hb=30m and hM=2m. 

 

Figure 22-63: Output from COST231-OH model with hb=30m and hM=2m 
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23 Contact Information 

The Radio and Physical Layer working group (WG2) of the Femto Forum would be pleased to 

respond to further queries on the aspects examined in this paper. 

 

Contact details: 

Email: rf@femtoforum.org 

Web: www.femtoforum.org 

Postal: 

 

The Femto Forum 

PO Box 23 

GL11 5WA 
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